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Abstract
Complexity of human nature has remained a volatile issue for society in general and
organizations in specific. Employees are the backbone of the organizations. Success of
organizations heavily depends on behavior portrayed by their employees. Current dissertation
is an attempt to fetch different behavioral aspects of employees within organizations.
Employees remain reluctant towards their job certainty. Future continuance of job (threat to
job) is a question employee want to be answered by the organization. Primary objective of
current dissertation is to understand the impact of job insecurity on job performance in presence
of emotional intelligence as mediator and interactional justice as moderator.
Study was conducted in privately owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh province,
Pakistan. It was also explored and felt that job insecurity in privately owned degree awarding
institutes is burning issue and needs to be analyzed. There are various types of employees who
work in these institutes like ministerial staff, officers, faculty members, and administration.
This research was conducted having population of faculty members. Faculty members feel that
there is always uncertainty in their job and this untoward situation leads poor performance.
Primary data collection process was applied by using questionnaires and analyzed with
descriptive analysis and structural equation modeling. These relations have been tested using
Baron and Kenny, 1986 procedures.
Findings of dissertation suggest that job insecurity has negative and significant impact on job
performance in privately owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh. Further study findings
suggest that emotional intelligence fully mediates the relationship between job insecurity and
job performance and interactional justice moderates the relationship between job insecurity and
job performance in privately owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh. Results of dissertation
have significant impact on employees and management of privately-owned degree awarding
ii

institutes. Management and policy makers can utilize these results to dilute job insecurity and
enhance job performance. These results if properly executed can not only benefit employees
but also organization because it can increase job performance of employees and in turn
increasing profitability.

iii

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
This chapter includes comprehensive background of study, in which a brief concept of study
variables is being discussed. After explaining the background of study, this chapter further
explains the problem statement. Moreover, chapter one contains study objectives (general &
specific), scope of study (thematic & geographic), and study significance etc. Chapter one ends
with a brief outline/structure of the whole dissertation.
1.1 Background of Study
In general, behaviors of employees are not identical, every individual contains different set of
attitudes, norms and beliefs. People/employees in the organization are the key players in
reaching towards organizational goals and objectives. There should be certain control on the
minds of these people and this control must satisfy them which boosts their job performance.
In this regard, organizational psychology plays a vital role in setting such controlled
environment where organization may achieve their oriented objectives (Myers, 2004).
Furthermore, occupational psychology contributes for the specific employee’s behavior
working within organization but among different parts of the organization (Myers, 2004).
Moreover, Occupational psychology contributes in measuring the job performance or job
outcomes. Hence, this study has considered significant variables of occupational psychology
like Job insecurity, emotional intelligence, interactional justice, and job performance to study
particularly in the context of privately-owned degree awarding institutions of Sindh. Job
Insecurity provides a certain awareness to employee that what threats they may face while
continuing a job, and these threats lead them in a situation where they feel job insecurity
(Yusoff, Mat Zainol, 2014). Moreover, job insecurity is also considered as fear of job loss and
become unemployed or when management tacking back the desired task from an employee and
1

giving him such new tasks where he/she feels insecurity to perform and shakes the confidence
in giving the job outcomes at par, hence, employee feel insecurity in their jobs (Moshoeu and
Geldenhuys, 2015). Moreover, the study of De Witte (2005) revealed three forms of job
insecurity, (1) public awareness (unwilling/difficult job tasks where employee thinks job lose
insecurity), (2) Organizational insecurity (the marginalization of change in the organizational
environment which sometimes give impression of job insecurity for employees), and (3)
severity in task (imposing difficult tasks on employee that lead them insecure in producing
significant job outcomes). Furthermore, a situation where employee feels such unexpected job
outcomes (Antecedents of Job insecurity) may be termed as job insecurity (Van Wyk and
Piennar, 2008). Further they added, that, these antecedents of Job insecurity refer to economic
factors (macro-economic factors) like volatility in economic policies and unemployment rate
etc. The consequences of organization (at general) and employee (at specific) causes job
insecurity (Sverke, De Witte and Hellgren, 2013). On the other hand, emotional intelligence is
considered as ability to understand, move in and out to maintain a feeling, to understand the
emotions and to actively manage the emotions and to learn them with passions (Meyer and
Salvai, 1997). According to Goldman (1995) there may be five categories of emotional
intelligence are self-awareness, self-discipline, internal encouragement, empathy, social skills.
Later, Goldman (1998) expressed EI as the capability of knowing the inner emotions of a
human being to deal with the emotions of the people in which he/she is surrounded with, and
then more people can be involved in their association. Salovey and Mayer (1996) used the term
people’s enthusiasm through expression and its collective knowledge - including the ability to
know the emotions of others as well as the feelings of others. According to Semadar, Robins
and Ferris (2006) EI is considered as likewise the best way to test an employee’s performance
and it may also evaluate employee efficacy. Moreover, in taking care of employees' feeling and
considerate them, the required method must be needed.

2

During the last decade, emotional intelligence is considered as the most significant construct
of occupational psychology and it becomes one of the basic concepts for management
(Semadar, Robins and Ferris, 2006). Moreover, emotional intelligence can be expressed as
skills, aptitudes, self-identifications, evaluations and control over feelings himself and feelings
of people surrounded to him in the organization. According to Salovey and Mayer (1990)
emotional intelligence likewise, the sub-division of dogmatic competence, including the ability
to observe the emotions of oneself and others. Their model includes features of inspiration and
its social adjustment. Emotional intelligence can be considered as a general ability, judgment,
as well as the way emotions are expressed (Wang & La, 2002). Thus, numerous studies have
stressed to explore the affiliation between emotional intelligence and employee performance.
This study also intends to investigate the relationship between emotional intelligence and
employee performance in the context of privately-owned degree awarding institute of Sindh.
Furthermore, this study also includes another important variable of occupational psychology
termed as interactional justice which is one of the key dimensions of organizational justice.
Seeking justice, is the general perception for every individual. In the same manner,
organizations mainly rely on the managers. Employees seek “interactional justice” among the
managers while communicating to them. According to Cohen-Charash and Spector (2001) and
Liao and Tai (2006) interactional justice is mainly based on harmonious relationships, good
perception of justice among employees, and informing employees of organizational decisions
as well as about the behaviors that allow employees to consider organizational decisions. In
other words, interactional justice expresses the behaviors and quality of attitudes which are
exposed by employee during operations by managers. According to Cropanzano et al., (2007)
interpersonal justice and informational justice are considered as two sub-dimensions of
interactional justice. The term interpersonal elucidates the relationship between managers and
employees that shows the esteem and respect in interpersonal relations and kindness among
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them. On the other side, informational justice is such efficient and effective way that ensures
information process among employees, specially, in decision making process. Meanwhile, this
study observes a causal relationship between job insecurity and employee performance among
faculty members of privately-owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh. Moreover, this study
intends to explore the mediating and moderating effects of emotional intelligence and
interactional justice.
1.2 Why this study?
This study is based on the crucial constructs of occupational psychology like Job insecurity,
emotional intelligence, interactional justice and employee performance. There are some
reasons in conduct of this study. Now days, every country is focusing on the educational
institutes, and it is believed that these educational institutes (mainly higher educational
institutes) are most important in the country’s development process. In this regard, this study
apprehends privately owned degree awarding institutes, which is very necessary particularly in
Sindh. Sindh in the province of Pakistan, and since long this province (Sindh) is struggling is
developing higher education. Moreover, there is strong urge among the organization to have
skilled employees. However, employee in private institutes are facing serious issues and by
some means they feel job insecurity and it might be the reason to have negative effects on the
overall employee performance. However, this relationship can be mediated by emotional
intelligence and moderated through interactional justice, which is also among the main reasons
in conduct of this study. Moreover, the study outcomes would be very significant for policy
makers and management to manager such diverse behaviors of employee and reaping
maximum employee performance. Meanwhile, the study implications may resolve the
prevailing issues of job insecurity among the privet owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh.

4

1.3 Problem Statement
According to Srivastava (2013) it is seen from the year’s that management of organizations
antagonized with a challenge in maintaining such a situation where employees must be
committed and satisfied from their work. However, Job Insecurity is a prevailing issue among
the privately-owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh. It is seen that employment has a sharp
decline in the overall services sector of Sindh and particularly in the education sector. These
institutes are also facing harsh economic policies which is bothering them to push downsizing
and cut their expenses. Therefore, an uncertain feeling and situation has been raised among the
existing employee of privately-owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh. This unwanted
situation includes uncertainty in continuation of the job and build a sense of Job insecurity and
instability among the behaviors of employees working among these institutes. However, it
causes to lacking in employee’s commitment to performance a job and reduces the satisfaction
level of in a job which results to a negative effect of job insecurity on overall employee
performance. Additionally, across the world these contracts (Job insecurity, emotional
intelligence, interactional justice, and employee performance) have been studied in different
contexts and different styles. However, in the best of researcher’s knowledge there is hardly
any study which is conducted explore a causal relationship of job insecurity and employee
performance, mediated by emotional intelligence and moderated by interactional justice,
particularly in the context of privately-owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh.
1.4 Study Objectives
The objective of study involves a sense of perception with actual conditions. In this
connection this study has segmented the objective into general and specific.

5

1.4.1 General Objective
The general objective of this study is to explore relationship between Job Insecurity and Job
Performance.
1.4.2 Specific Objectives
Following objectives of this study are deliberated as specific objectives.


To study job insecurity, job performance, emotional intelligence and interactional
justice among faculty members of privately-owned Degree awarding Institutes of
Sindh.



To explore the impact of job insecurity on job performance among faculty members of
privately-owned Degree awarding Institutes of Sindh.



To investigate intervening effect of emotional intelligence between job insecurity and
job performance among faculty members of privately-owned Degree awarding
Institutes of Sindh.



To investigate moderating effect of interactional justice between job insecurity and job
performance among faculty members of privately-owned Degree awarding Institutes of
Sindh

1.5 Study Significance
This study attempts to investigate the relationship between job insecurity and employee
performance among privately owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh. This study delivers
significant information for that why these variables and target populations have been taken in
this study. Moreover, the existing research gap is significantly filled up by this study. There
are very few studies have been conducted on these study variable (Job insecurity, emotional
intelligence, interactional justice, and employee performance) in Pakistan, and hardly any study
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in the context of privet owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh. The way these variables are
being structured is also significant, job insecurity is taken as independent variable and
employee

job

performance

as

dependent/outcome

variable.

Moreover,

the

intervening/mediating effect of emotional intelligence is observed on the relationship between
job insecurity and employee job performance. Additionally, moderating effect of interactional
justice is explored between the job insecurity and employee job performance among privately
owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh.
This study in crucial for services sector (particularly education institutes). In this regard, it
should be notice here that modern day economies mainly rely on the education institutes. In
the economy of Pakistan, a massive expansion in the privatization is observed, tightening of
government policies on these institutes and their own institutional policies increases job
insecurity for people/employees working among these institutes. However, on the other hand,
this situation damages the institutional performance because human capital is the most
important element in every organization.
Hence, this study is significant among the management (policy makers) of these
organizations to tackle such prevailing and critical situation. Finally, this study has augmented
a significant contribution in the existing literature of occupational psychology and studies key
variables like job insecurity, emotional intelligence, interactional justice, and employee job
performance.
1.6 Study Scope
The trending way from organizational psychology to the occupational psychology is
relatively new in the academic intention of scholars of Pakistan. However, services sector of
Pakistan has yet to gain specific attention on several issues. In this connection, current study is
focusing on Job Insecurity and its effects on the employee job performance in the context of
7

privately-owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh. Moreover, this study intends to explore
that this relationship (Job insecurity  Employee job performance) can be mediated by
emotional intelligence and moderated by interactional justice. Thus, this structure and setting
of variable elevates the scope of this study and the outcomes contribute value addition to the
existing literature of occupational psychology. Additionally, study scope is being categorized
into thematic as well as geographic.
1.6.1 Thematic Scope
This scope specifies the relationship between the variables. In this regard, present study
includes thematic scope in terms of Job insecurity, emotional intelligence, interactional justice,
and employee job performance. Firstly, this study intends to explore the negative effects of job
insecurity on employee job performance. Secondly, thematic scope is broadening when
examining the mediating role of emotional intelligence on relationship between job insecurity
and employee job performance. Thirdly, the relationship between job insecurity and employee
job performance is moderated through interactional justice. Finally, this structure of study
variables augments in the available literature of occupational psychology.
1.6.2 Geographic Scope
This scope directs the geographic domain which is covered in this study. In order to achieve
geographic scope, this study has covered Pakistan in general and at specifics province of Sindh.
The response has been collected from the sampled population of privately-owned degree
awarding institutes of Sindh. This scope enhances the value of present study, as this structure
of variables is hardly study pertaining to this geographic formulation.
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1.7 Dissertation Structure

Table 1-1
CHAPTER ONE (Introduction)
In chapter one a brief explanation has been discussed which illustrated the study
background. A brief detail regarding each study variable has been discussed in the
introductory section.
Moreover, chapter one included study significance, scope (Thematic and Geographic),
objectives (General and Specific), and Problem statement etc.
CHAPTER TWO (Literature Review & Hypotheses Development)
Chapter two comprehensively elucidated the current literature on Job insecurity,
emotional intelligence, interactional justice and employee job performance. Additionally,
chapter two has established the model of study and hypotheses, the model and hypotheses
are being created with enough literature support.
CHAPTER THREE (Methodology)
This chapter illustrated the research methodology which is followed in this study. In this
regard, chapter four comprises with different Research philosophies. Additionally, this
chapter contains Research design, instruments, population, sampling technique, and
inferential statistical tool like Structural equation modelling (SEM) have been elaborated
in this chapter.
CHAPTER FOUR (Analysis & Results)
Chapter four revealed the Analysis and results where the outcomes of the study are briefly
explained. The outcomes like reliability, correlation, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA),
Path Model, and structural equation modelling (SEM) have been illustrated in this chapter.
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CHAPTER FIVE (Discussion & Conclusion)
This is the final chapter of this study. Initially, the results are explained then conclusion
has been drawn. Moreover, limitation & recommendation and future suggestions are also
included in this chapter.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW & HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
This chapter shows an extensive review of literature related to the variable of interest like Job
insecurity, emotional intelligence, interactional justice, and employee job performance.
Further, Chapter two contains study model and hypotheses development. This Chapter
confirms the existing evidences on the study variables and same evidences are followed in
constructing model of study and hypotheses.
2.1 Job Insecurity
The construct of Job insecurity is considered into two perspectives, 1) Global concept and
2) multi-dimensional concept (Parumasur and Dachapalli, 2012). Consistent to that, Pienaar et
al., (2013) stated that a fear of uncertain situations (like job discontinuity and job loss) are
considered in terms of global concept. Moreover, the work of Van Wyk and Piennar (2008)
directs the global concept as a sense that carry an individual into such a situation where he/she
feels insecurity about future conditions of job and chances of discontinuity of that job. Now
moving to the multi-dimensional concept of job insecurity which assimilated with contents of
job continuation, characteristics of job, and one’s ability to react on and captivate some
unwanted job threats (Barling and Cooper 2008). The center of multi-dimensional approach is
based on the powerlessness. In this regard, Martinez et al (2010) revealed that when employee
face unwanted situations (threatening situations) in performing a job, which leads the employee
into perceived hopelessness in job continuity. Moreover, an expectation where employee wants
to build such stable work environment which makes certain stability in performing a job, these
expectations are those situations which employee often does not know; hence, it is simply
called Job insecurity (Yousoff et al., 2014). According to Chirumbolo (2015) a perception of
job risk is a fear for losing/discontinuity of job, and it is a state of job insecurity. However,
11

threats of losing a job is not only one fear, employee simultaneous faces the fear for losing the
job feature which are associated with the job like designation, opportunities of promotion,
monthly incentives and salary (Dachapalli and Parumasur, 2012). Consistent with the study of
Dachapalli and Parumasur (2012) it is stated that job failure ensures to the employee that he/she
might lose his job (main component) as well as all job-related features (associated components)
and it causes due to some unwanted situations which put the employee into a situation of job
insecurity (Reinardy, 2012). Moreover, it may be considered again as multi-dimensional
aspects of job insecurity. Additionally, Rogelberg (2007) suggested that the concepts of Job
insecurity can be segregated into three formats
1. subjective and objective components
2. Cognitive components
3. Quantitative and Qualitative Components
2.1.1 Subjective & Objective Components of Job Insecurity
Vuoriob, Blonk and Price (2015) explain the subjective term as relative job insecurity because
the employee is worried about losing work. Subjective or thematic job insecurity is aware of
the potential risk of losing current work, and the feeling of helplessness to maintain the desired
consistency in a work environment (Borman and Hegde, 2012). Barling and Cooper (2008)
agreed that job insecurity (subjective) may depends on perception made by an individual for
job security, and this subjectively of job insecurity is associated with individual, organizational
and social domains. Additionally, Smith (2013) revealed that job insecurity will consider
worker experiences and potential risk of job loss. On the other side, Martinez et al (2010)
revealed objective job insecurity as such actions that produce threatening situation for
employee at workplace. Moreover, holding over such unwanted situations which might
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produce involuntary loss may considered as objective job insecurity (Smith, 2013). Cooper and
Antoniou (2013) stated that the volatility of objective Job Insecurity is a particular ratio of
employment in the society, the level of downturns in the economic conditions of a given sector,
the declining rate of employment, employment and its associated time length, and taking
stipulated time for a searching for a new job.
Objective job instability or insecurity can be considered as a mark of return, ongoing and
prevailing economic environment in the country, organizational outsourcing or certain changes
in the organizational structure (Smith, 2013). Moreover, Rogelberg (2007) directs the
estimation of objective job insecurity by examining the influential rate of industrial growth in
a country, because jobs in the development industry are safe, while those industries who are
found in a non-sufficient growth tend to be insecure for employees and consequently produces
job insecurity.
Barling and Cooper (2008) confirm that firms through strategic planning by management and
appropriate economic forecasting by company, they can identify positions within the company
and that may have the least potential for outsourcing, expansion, elimination, and retention.
2.1.2 Cognitive Components & Job Insecurity
Staufenbiel and Konig (2011) illustrates that the experience of job insecurity contains
certain emotional aspects which directs to the cognitive components of job insecurity.
Moreover, Huang et al (2010) confirms that emotional insecurity in the job is related with
emotional aspects of the job insecurity like experience of insecurity in terms of losing,
distracting, or upsetting situations of the job or some other cognitive job aspects. The study of
Vulkan et al (2015) revealed that job loss insecurity is also a cognitive component of job
insecurity. Staufenbiel and Konig (2011) stated that Insecurity of job in terms of cognitive
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factor captures the psychological aspects of job insecurity, for example fearful feeling of losing
a job or losing the attractive features of that job.
2.1.3 Job Insecurity and Its Qualitative & Quantitative Components
According to Moshoeu and Geldenhuys (2015) a fearful feeling of losing a job can be
considered as quantitative component of job insecurity. Moreover, job insecurity (quantitative
component) occurs when people/employees are not assured or certain that whether they will be
able to retain their job, or they become jobless or unemployed. Losing a job itself is a quantitate
factor of job insecurity (Hellgren, Sverke and Naswall, 2006). The global concept (which is
mentioned previously) of job insecurity is also quantitative, because, at broad level people thing
of losing a job due to unwanted and uncertain situations (Moshoeu and Geldenhuys, 2015). On
the other side, qualitative component refers to such enervative and debilitated in the
employment relationship which makes a sense of threat, and, consequently becomes to a
qualitative component of job insecurity (Kaniasty, Moore, Howard and Bachwald, 2014). De
Witte et al (2010) believed that job insecurity (qualitative) refers to such security that gives
continuous extracting of job features like persistent work conditions, salary, and continuous
availability of job content. In continuation of their study, De Witte et al (2012) again reviewed
qualitative factors of job insecurity and concluded that reduction in pay (salary), delays in
promotion opportunities, inappropriate working environment causes the delicate employment
relationship, thus, increases job insecurity in its qualitative functioning. Meanwhile, the
qualitative component of job insecurity contains multidimensional (which is mentioned
previously) concepts of job insecurity.
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2.1.4 Job Insecurity and its dimensions
As it is observed that job insecurity is a comprehensive construct which reflects to
several quantitative, qualitative, and cognitive factors. Therefore, job insecurity contains
several dimensions or indicators which help in measuring job insecurity. In this regard, present
study has taken four dimensions adopted from the work of (Wang, Lu, and SIU, 2015). They
worked on the comprehensive dimensions of Job Insecurity named as 1) Marginalization
Insecurity, 2) Job loss insecurity, 3) Job changes insecurity, and 4) Organizational survival
insecurity. This study has measured the construct of job insecurity through these dimensions
in the context of employees working in privately owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh,
Pakistan. Moreover, a brief explanation of these dimensions is given below.
2.1.4.1 Marginalization Insecurity
Marginalization (the impression that someone is being neglected by the administration
and excluded from the organization's wider social activities). This dimension (MI) reflects to
the social marginalization considered by one's manager and on the part of overall activities
performed in organization (Wang, Lu, and SIU, 2015). Although these behavioral style on the
part of both managers and organization remain to be investigated as a factor of job insecurity
in the literature of occupational psychology. However, some other relative concepts that
produce the concepts of social exclusion are being studied into different contexts like incivility
at workplace (Blau & Andersson, 2005), Deviance of interpersonal activities (Bennertt &
Robinson, 2000), and Ostracism (Ferris et al., 2008). Ferris et al. (2008) revealed that high
degree of workplace ostracism (associated with the impression that someone was being
neglected or ignored at workplace) were related with declining state of commitment,
productivity loss, well-being and job satisfaction. Ferris et al. (2008) given the occurrence of
social elimination or exclusion in the workplace, it may be advisable to either consider the
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experience of losing employment or the exodus of others before dismissing them which may
create marginalization. Experiencing this situation, marginalization will be viewed by the
employee as a predicting component of job loss. One reasonable clarification for the
marginalization of employees is that their social recognition or identity has been tarnished,
leaving them with the usual social activities of the workgroup in the organization. The concept
is rooted to the renowned socialist Falk (2001). He worked on the social stigma that produces
general phenomenon. In the late 1970s, Goffman (1970) had studied the concept of social
identity where stigma occurs, and it revealed some normative expectations of individuals to be
attached in the stigma of social identity. In this connection, managers would be particularly
persuasive in determining employees' Job insecurity due to marginalization. Meanwhile, the
pivotal role can be played by managers in declining the perception of marginalization among
employees by setting the appropriate environment.
2.1.4.2 Job Loss Insecurity
Job loss insecurity is taken as second dimension of job insecurity. It is referred as
feeling of uncertainty for employee in job continuity and the possibility of a job loss.
In the recreation of further research questions, various studies have depended on the only thing
which is "global" measures, most of which are based on possibility of job loss (Dekker &
Schaufeli, 1995). The dimension of job loss is considered as essential measure or indicator for
job insecurity, however, the reliability for the items of job loss vary due to widespread
behavioral changes (Bentler & Chou, 1987). Moreover, different measuring scales have been
used to extract the outcomes of unwanted future situations of job loss. The studies of Johnson
et al. (1984) and caplan et al. (1975) are the best examples which grab the attention of
researchers to focus on job loss. Furthermore, the multidimensionality of job insecurity was
initially argued by Greenhalgh and Rosenblatt (1984). They were of the view that feeling of an
employee over job insecurity far beyond from the traditional concepts of job loss, however,
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now it turns to build more fear for an employee in losing of job-related feature like working
environment, salary, and opportunities for promotion etc. Mauno, Leskinen & Kinnunen (2001)
revealed that job insecurity highlighted the theoretical perspective of job insecurity, and
multidimensional nature of this construct increases the value of this construct to be studied
further. Huang et al. (2010) considered job loss measure as most significant dimension of job
insecurity. One of the essential psychological state in uncertainty about the future events, thus,
if present conditions are not going up to the mark so, this uncertainty turn into negative sense
and produces job loss insecurity (De witte, 1999). Although Ashford and colleagues (1989)
included job loss insecurity as distinct dimension of job insecurity, they, in his study tested the
theoretical proposition of Jacobson’s (1991a) and confirms that job loss insecurity is likely to
be embedded in the experience of employment uncertainty.
2.1.4.3 Job Changes Insecurity
According to Wang, Lu, and SIU (2015) Job changes insecurity illustrates expected
loss in job feature and losing of these features considered as job changes insecurity in one’s
job. Initially the concept of job changes insecurity was reported by (Hellgren et al. 1999). They,
in his study comprises different items to examine the loss of valued feature in one’s job like
unfavorable or critical job changes, losing of job promotion, and fear to lose working
environment. According to Mishra et al. (1998) corporate downsizing and restructuring
stemming the external validity of job changes which represents job insecurity for employees
and reduce employee job performance. They further stated that salary freeze, reduction in
production plant, and decline in training programs reflect to job changes insecurity (Mishra et
al., 1998).
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2.1.4.4 Organizational Survival Insecurity
Wang, Lu, and Siu (2015) stated that economic volatility faced by a firm and
investment strategies for future growth may incline the causes to have job security or job
insecurity. The stable situation of an organization leads to success factors, however, failure in
organizational change creates uncertainty for employee and elevates the threats of Job
insecurity. According to Lahey’s (1984) vivid investment plans and economic stability of
organization increases the confidence of employees, that they can reap maximum benefits and
organization may also would be able to fulfil their future required demands. Moreover,
researchers like Jacobson (1991b) and Klandermans & van Vuuren (1999) have investigated
the environmental uncertainty and suggested the value of such behaviors which incline or
decline the feeling of employee in severity of job loss. The study of Schneider, Hayes, Smith,
& Salvaggio (2003) reported a longitudinal study where they revealed the seeming positions
of company in product market or financial market causes the job security or insecurity and
employee satisfaction or dissatisfaction. According to Schein (1980) a psychological contract
is made in between employee and organization and it is just matter of give and take between
them. These types of contracts may produce a sense for individuals like mystery—that might
can rationally control (or at least predict) happenings in their own personal worlds. Moreover,
the prominence of a sense of control in people's lives, Job, organizational, or personal features
that may loom that control which should persuade robust reactions, among which one reaction
will be feelings of job insecurity (Staw, 1977; Sutton & Kahn, 1986). Moreover, there is also
the concept of major organizational changes. According to Greenhaigh and Rosenblatt (1984)
considered reorganization, downsizings, mergers, new physical and technical dangers directs
to certain threats of organizational change. Staff cuts/downsizing is directing to uncertainty for
employees and this organizational change show the lacking in organizational survival which
increases the job insecurity for employees (Brockner, 1988). On the other hand, among major
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organization change is merger which also negatively effects the organizational survival and
elevates job insecurity (Schweiger and Ivancevich, 1985). The study of Tagiuri (1979) is also
revealed that a psychological contract where employee feels lack of control on management
due to certain changes in the organization, consequently, perception of job insecurity would be
increased. In nutshell, organizational survival insecurity is one of the essential dimensions of
job insecurity, hence, it would be significant to take this dimension as the part of job insecurity.
2.1.5 Job Insecurity & Employee performance
The relationship between job insecurity and employee performance is very diverse and
complex in nature (Wang, Lu and Siu 2015). Moreover, they stated that as soon as employees
are confronted with job insecurity, they become inspired to work hard to take advantage on
their likelihoods of retaining their employment or having minimal risk of job loss. Staufenbiel
and Koning (2010) think that in an unsafe job situation (job insecurity), employees may be
anxious about working hard because it can be ineffective because they see no future with their
current employer. The study outcomes of Huang et al (2012) was consistent with the study of
Staufenbiel and Koning (2010). They, in their study reported and agreed that when employees
face job insecurity, they tend to focus their resources on worrying about their work situation
rather than simply doing their job well. As a result, their work performance must suffer.
Nehmeh (2009) revealed that secure job has good outcomes of job performance and insecure
job has negative consequences on job performance. However, employee job performance
effects the overall organization whether positively or negatively (Nehmeh, 2009).
According to Staufenbiel and Konig (2010) job insecurity results in poor job behavior,
which led to a negative performance. Simultaneously, they also investigated that job instability
(job insecurity) tends intensification of employees' performance when they perceive job loss.
The study of Salmon and Heey (2002) reported that the employees and their behaviors towards
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job performance is negative and linear, hence greater the job insecurity the lower the employee
performance. They studied negative effects of job insecurity on employee job performance.
According to Sverke & Hellgren (2002) in case when employee face job insecurity, certainly
it does not mean that they will essentially lose their job. Somewhat, job insecurity mentions to
“certain expectations of such stressful event a way that the nature and permanence of one's job
might be at risk”. Hui & Lee (2000) revealed that uncertainty towards job continuity lead an
employee into a situation which is termed as job insecurity, and, it has negative effect on job
performance of employee. Job insecurity is measured as such workplace occurrence that could
be self-determining of a certain crisis circumstances (Sverke & Hellgren, 2002; Ashford, &
Lee, 2013). Furthermore, Cheng & Chan (2008) and Sverke et al (2002) stated a negative
association between job insecurity and job performance. Moreover, they also considered job
insecurity as a common stressor that also effects job involvement, organizational commitment,
and job satisfaction etc. Conversely, some studies on the association between job insecurity
and employees' job performance have assorted outcomes. In two renowned studies conducted
by Cheng & Chan (2008) and Gilboa et al. (2008) where it is revealed that job insecurity has a
significant and negative relationship with job performance.
Additionally, Sverke et al. (2002) observed that the association between job insecurity
and performance was significant and negative. Other pragmatic studies have likewise revealed
that job insecurity has negative effect on job performance (Ashford et al., 1989; Loi et al., 2011;
Staufenbiel & König, 2010).Moreover, Brockner et al (1992) revealed that there may be
influence of job insecurity and work effort which are expended in a particular way that the
acceleration of such work effort could have produce utmost at restrained position of job
insecurity. Furthermore, It has been contended that in previous studies a negative relationship
between job insecurity and job performance can be recognized to the fact that a cogent
employee who perceive job insecurity may failed to manage job strength and deficiency in
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maintaining job performance, consequently, which results to weak output for the organization
and for employee himself (Sverke et al., 2002; Greenhalgh & Rosenblatt, 1984). Though,
workers’ behavioral responses to job insecurity may be determined by diverse
components/dimensions that generates certain effects on job performance. This study has taken
job insecurity as independent variable. Based on above literature support this study has
formulated following hypothesis of this study.
Hypothesis 1 (H1): There is significant and negative relationship between Job insecurity
and Employee job performance
2.1.6 Job Insecurity & Emotional Intelligence
Job Insecurity is caused by various facets at workplace environment. Employee act together
with the workplace in a variety of ways to create a sense or understanding of workplace.
Therefore, research scholars have categorized diverse faces that help them in understanding
job insecurity construct. These diverse faces of job insecurity are segmented into three groups:
1) characteristics of person in one’s personality like age, attitude, and individual understanding
of social-economic elements, 2) organizational 3) environmental conditions which is generally
referred as corporate restructuring (Greenlagh & Rosenblatt, 1984). Therefore, insecurity of
jobs continues to present many challenges for many employees in the ever-changing nature of
work environment and the organizations. Sverke, Hellgren, & Näswall (2006) revealed that, in
the past years, organizations have gone through with incredible changes and these changes
shaped new strategic policies to have stimulus business processes with significant
technological changes.
Further, they stated that due competitive environment among the financial and product markets,
organizations have more need to have new strategies to control over the diverse economic as
well as non-economic factors (Sverke et al., 2006). To cope with economic demands and keep
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pace, businesses have two essential way to deal in, either they maximize profits by increasing
the productions and sales functioning or they cut back their operating cost (Cascio, 1998).
However, the second way is unfortunate for employee because it initiates downsizing.
Downsizing refers to a process of cost reduction for company to have smooth financial position
(Sverke et al., 2006). Unluckily, the step or planning for downsizing push employee into a
situation of anxiety which results in trembling employee performance. It is also one of the
factors of job insecurity among the people which effects their job performance. Moreover,
Sverke et al. (2006) revealed that changes in working life is mainly due to changes in social
standards, technological up-gradations and volatility in economic situation, and, these changes
have created an unsound working environment for employees. As a result, in modern day life
of organization, job insecurity is considered as trending issue among the employees and
grabbed great attention among researchers of occupational psychology. Greenlagh &
Rosenblatt (1984) defined job insecurity as a feeling or state of powerlessness where employee
faces threats in job continuity. It has been argued that job insecurity is significantly centered in
individual’s perception and misapprehensions about the workplace environment, in which it is
essential that the personal risk to the individual is addressed through the individual's cognitive
processes (Sverke et al., 2006). Modern day employees are mainly stressed with the issue of
job insecurity which is associated with their job performance (De Cuyper et al., 2008). Further,
they targeted factor market (particularly resource and labor market), that volatility among them
causes job insecurity among employees. According to Klandermans & van Vuuren (1999) since
long the construct of job insecurity has been studied into different dimensions with different
measurements. Hellgre et al. (1999) stated that this construct can be distributive in terms
quantitative and qualitative aspects. Previously, this study has explained both quantitative and
qualitative measures of job insecurity. Now again a short view is given because its concepts
connects the view of “emotional intelligence”. According to Hellgren et al. (1999) quantitative
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components of job insecurity seems to be related to the continuity of the job and the continuity
of job feature, such as promotions opportunities, salary etc. On the other hand, qualitative
components include a state or feeling of losing of employment relationship such as salary cuts,
demotions, losing working conditions etc. These all (quantitative and qualitative) components
causes job insecurity. Thus, there is motivation to be certain on the existence of emotional
intelligence which may be a significant and essential factor in mediating the relationship
between job insecurity and job performance (Schutte et al., 2013). Furthermore, it may be
believed that generating emotional intelligence among employees can reduce the negative
relationship between job insecurity and employee performance (Schutte et al., 2013). In the
field of occupational psychology, it is important that employees must be emotionally
intelligent, so they can perform better and have well understanding regarding workplace
environment (Schutte et al., 2013). Research studies in the context of emotional intelligence
are discussed below. Job insecurity seems to be associated with emotional intelligence. Wong
and Law (2002) in an exploratory study of leader and subordinate relationship and taken
respondents in Hong Kong, and Nikolaou and Tsaousis (2002) in a cross-sectional study of 212
respondents in Greece, observed a significant negative relationship between job insecurity and
emotional intelligence. Carmeli (2003) empirically studied emotional intelligence among
ninety-eight senior managers in Israel, the study outcomes revealed a negative relationship
between emotional intelligences and job insecurity. Furthermore, job insecurity and emotional
intelligence is studied by Jordan et al. (2002) he revealed that employees having low emotional
intelligence face more tendency and negative influence of job insecurity compared to those
employees who possess relatively high emotional intelligence, meanwhile, their study
outcomes revealed a negative relationship between Job Insecurity and emotional intelligence.
Furthermore, Huang, Lee, and Ren (2010) studied 157 Chinese employees where they sought
to investigate the moderating effects of employees’ individual resources (emotional
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intelligence) and social resource (leader member exchange) in the context of job insecurity.
The also observed a negative relationship between emotional intelligence and job insecurity.
Hence, following the above literature evidence this study has developed following hypothesis
as H2 of this study.
H2: There is significant and negative relationship between Job insecurity and Emotional
intelligence.
2.2 Emotional Intelligence
The concept of emotional intelligence is multidimensional and detailed. This study
effort to summarize the concepts of emotional intelligence as below.
2.2.1 Introduction
Now a days, Intelligence is taken as one of the most necessary abilities in one’s
personality. Currently intelligence tests are conducted for a variety of purposes, like evaluating
one’s aptitude at the time of selection, diagnosing the adjustment abilities in the society, and
overall analysis of one’s mental capabilities. In this regard, Intelligence is considered as sole
and most powerful predictor of one’s performance, whether at workplace or in any other
activity (Andoh, 1998). According to Andoh (1998) intelligence is the result of an individual's
ability to learn skills and information in certain situations. The stressed that successful learning
at workplace rely on numerous personal attributes like consistency, workplace interest, and
own willingness to perform at workplace. It is also essential to encourage the workplace
success of friends, colleagues, and other staff members. Moreover, it is argued that intelligence
test declines the individual performance when a forecast is made by management on one’s later
life and these types of intelligence test less effective in situation where task keeps on changing
and persistent volatility in situations. According to Robert Sternberg et al. (1983) a restricted
frame of human abilities (Intellectual abilities) may be constituted and examined through
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intelligence test system. However, it should have broader view, because human nature is
unpredictable in different set of situations. Furthermore, they directed such cultural factors
which effects one’s performance and it makes a sense to have a fair view of performance
(Robert Sternberg et al., 1983). An identical test of intelligence cannot be applied because there
are several changing factors (cultures, norms, values) in the global society. This changing
pattern of society has given strong provision to the concept of the presence of numerous kinds
of intelligence, and modern theories debate for a more extension of the concept of intelligence
in terms of emotional intelligence.
2.2.2 What is Emotional Intelligence?
In every action and decision have certain involvement of emotions. People with high
degree of emotional intelligence determine and use their discerning in managing of their
emotions rather get managed by their emotions. Way back to last two decades, the concept of
emotional intelligence (EI) has become a significant and crucial indicator of a person's abilities,
skills, and knowledge whether in school, personal life or at workplace. Mostly researches have
gone through with the outcome that EI has a substantial role in one’s job performance,
management, motivation towards work, and decision-making. Therefore, in determining the
effects of EI on Job performance is very essential among higher education institutes, where
perception of job insecurity exists among the people/employees of certain institute. In this
connection, this study has taken EI effects on job insecurity and job performance among the
employees of privately-owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh.
Moreover, almost everyone has experienced and incorporated into his or her daily life with
certain emotions and feelings. Emotions contains important and necessary information about
our relationships, attitudes, and aspects of human life. Presently, the research investigation
illustrated that emotions are favorable and that they contribute to elevate one’s performance
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and better inclination to take better decisions in life, no matter the life is professional or
domestic. In nutshell, every individual has certain emotional brain. The next heading explains
about the functioning and major elements of emotional brain.
2.2.3 The Emotional Brain
In today’s advanced scientific environment researchers can suitably understand the way
human brain works with the help of latest techniques of brain imaging and neuroscience.
Neuroscience researchers can make an easy distinction between the two parts of brain, first part
of brain works to produce emotions and feelings which is named emotional brain and the next
part of brain (neocortex) which works on basis of logic and reasoning. Psychological
researchers believe that people emotions have great concern with rational decision making and
among several alternative a choice of decision that one can make for his/her satisfaction. Hence,
the concept of emotional intelligence has raised among the researchers, scholars, and
academicians. It is like trending situation among researchers to initiate the concept of emotional
intelligence because it gives a way forward for one’s successful career as it gives ability to
learn and to make oneself socially aware.
Fig. 2.1 portrays a comprehensive view of human brain; the figure is categorized into
two parts. The left side of figure shows the brain elements which work based on logic, so it is
named as “logical brain” and on the other side, a part of brain which thinks on the basis of
emotions is called as “emotional brain”. Considering the emotional brain, thalamus is the first
point in the emotional brain where a very first visual signal went through retina, where it would
be immediately decoded into brain’s language. Further, the decoded messages would reach to
the visual cortex, where it is examined and evaluated for appropriate response and meaning;
however, if it seemed that response is emotional, a signal went to the “amygdala” to trigger the
emotional centers. Moreover, in getting a faster response and quicker transition a slighter
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portion of the original signal reached straight from the point of thalamus to amygdala. Finally,
before cortical center understands the situation (what is happening), “amygdala” immediately
activates an emotional response.
Figure: 2-1

Source: Google Image.
2.2.4 Origins of Emotional Intelligence
Primarily, the work of Darwin’s revealed the roots of emotional intelligence in the
context of emotional survival. Way back to 1900s, the cognitive aspects are associated with the
concept of intelligence like problem solving and memory attributes. Later, researchers had
focused on the view with non-cognitive aspects associated with the concepts of intelligence.
Since long the concepts of intelligence is diverse and robust. Almost every time, psychologists
instigated to deliberate and pen down related to intelligence, they stayed focus on cognitive
characteristics, like problem solving and memory. On the other hand, there were several
researchers who comprehend certain degree of significance to non-cognitive characteristics of
intelligence. In late 1920, E. L. Thorndike, introduced the concept of “social intelligence”
which defines the certain understanding and skill in dealing with other individuals. Simply, he
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recommended that humans hold several intelligences, and among them a significant
phenomenon of intelligence is linked with social intelligence. Moreover, he summarily
explained that social intelligence help in setting up good human relations whether in domestic
life or at workplace. Twenty years after, David Wechsler in 1940, innovated Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scale (WAIS), which denoted to mutually related components of intelligence like
intellective and non-intellective components. He illustrated that the properties of nonintellective dynamics as social, personal and affective. Moreover, he proposed that they are
indispensable for expecting a successful life through individual’s intellective abilities. WAIS
model could not be well thought out until these components are not fully understood. The
renowned work of Howard Garden in 1983, where he introduced essential theory named as
“theory of multiple intelligences (TMI)”. TMI comprised both “Interpersonal intelligence”
(ability to comprehend the desires, motivations and intentions of other people to whom a person
surrounded) and “Intrapersonal intelligence” (ability to comprehend oneself, in raise the value
of one's motivation, feelings, and fears). Moreover, in his assessment, old styles of determining
the level of intelligence, like IQ, has failed and unsuccessful to elucidate cognitive capacity.
Consequently, a common acceptance was there that old-style meanings of intelligence generate
deficient way in explaining outcomes of individual performance. In 1990s, emotional
intelligence and its concept were introduced by renowned Psychologists namely John Mayer
and Peter Salovey. They stated that, internal events in one’s life can be called as emotions
which synchronize conscious awareness, cognitive attributes, and physiological responses.
They well-defined emotional intelligence in a sense that “the capability to recognize certain
level of emotions and have suitable understanding of emotional knowledge, and this would
consequently lead in promoting intellectual growth and emotional happenings”.

Later,

a

remarkable work on emotional intelligence was introduced by Daniel Goleman (1995). He
wrote a book on the emotional intelligence and in that times, it was considered as best seller
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book of the year. Hence, the concept of EI had become popularized round the globe, in news
magazines, media and other sources had circulated the Goleman’s View of EI. Consequently,
the work of Goleman (1995) had mostly cited in various fields of social sciences like human
psychology, organizational behavior, and occupational psychology.
One year later, the work of Bar-on in 1996 had also grab an explicit attention among
researchers regarding the actual concepts of emotional intelligence. His full name was
Dr. Reuven Bar-On. He introduced a tremendous model named as “Bar-On EQ-i (Bar-On
Emotional Quotation Inventory)”. He in his model mainly explains the stages in one’s
development of emotional intelligence which reveals that how one can increase capacity to
covenant workplace challenges and how EQ-I helps for one ‘s victory in both personal as well
as professional life. Moreover, it has five dimension/areas/indicators 1) Intrapersonal, 2)
Interpersonal, 3) Adaptability, 4) Stress Management, 5) General Mood. Later, this study
would explain all these dimensions. However, this study has just selected three dimensions
with its measurement scales, 1) Intrapersonal, 2) Interpersonal, and 3) General Mood.
Richardson and Evans in 1997, investigated certain approaches following the concepts of
emotional and social competence contained in a diverse society. They aimed to give significant
support to students to link with each other, in order to support them in emergence of emotional,
intrapersonal, and interpersonal intelligences as these three are indispensable for one’s success.
Ediger in 1997 stated that the sentiments, emotions and values are very imperative for
individual’s comfort and attainment his/her life. Furthermore, He reported specifically to the
“science teachers” that they must put strain on the emotional area. However, cognitive domain
is strongly associated with these areas. Pool in 1997 said about the leadership in the education
sector, where he was of the view that emotional well-being may be considered as significant
predictor for certain achievement in job as well as in academic activities. Finegan (1998)
recommended that educational institutes like schools should must assist students to have
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appropriate learning capability regarding emotional intelligence. Moreover, owning those
capabilities, or few of them, can lead them at better working place and in society as well.
Finally, Nelson and Low (2003) sated about emotional intelligence as a single and very
significant construct that help in life and leadership satisfaction, personal achievement, and
career success. Furthermore, their perception regarding emotional intelligence was that
emotionally fit individuals may be skillful to experience, understand, and identify human
emotions in such productive and healthy ways.
2.2.5 Definitions of Emotional Intelligence
Emotional intelligence contains distinct arguments which have been given by different
writers. This construct is keeps on changing and there is no final spot where we reach and say
it is become optimal. The changing behavioral aspects of the society push the concepts of
emotional intelligence into different perspectives. Meanwhile, there is no specific or identical
definition of emotional intelligence some of the important definitions are as follow;
Emotional intelligence is defined by Salovey and Mayer (1990) as:
“The capability to observe individual’s own and others’ feelings and emotions, to differentiate
among them and to use this information to guide individual’s rationality in his/her activities.”
Emotional Intelligence is defined by Reuven Bar-On (1996) as:
“An arrangement of non-cognitive (social and emotional) abilities, skills and services that
effect individual’s capability to prosper in managing between expected demands of
surrounding and pressures.”
Emotional Intelligence is defined by Six Seconds Team (1997) as:
“Certain abilities to generate rationality in the interactions with yourself and others.”
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Emotional Intelligence is defined by Maurice Elias (2001) as:
“A particular set of capabilities in which we comparable to deliberate in the same direction
and better in understanding the emotions and perceived consciousness.”
Emotional Intelligence is defined by Peter Salovey and John Mayer (2002) as:
“The skills to feel and absorb certain emotions, to generate and have access to emotions, to
comprehend emotional meaning and emotion himself, and to thoughtfully control emotions in
ways that encourage intellectual and emotional growth.”
Emotional Intelligence is defined by Hein (2005, and 2009):
“The psychological capability in which we had born with and that gives our understanding
regarding emotions and more likely for management of emotional skills and help us in
maximizing our long-term survival, health, and happiness.” (2005)
“It is the distinctive prospective to explain and understand, learn from, recognizing,
communicate, use, emotions.” (2009)
Emotional Intelligence is defined by Byron Stock (2007) as:
“It is certain capability to obtain and relate information from one’s emotions/feelings and the
feelings of others.” One can experience the knowledge about what you’re observing that would
help you and give you certain ability in taking operational decisions about what and how to
say or what and how to do (or not to say or not to do) in the very next moment.”
Emotional Intelligence is defined by Travis Bradberry and Jean Greaves (2009) as,
“It is one’s capability to identify and comprehend feelings in oneself and others around that
individual, and individual’s skill to apply and experience this consciousness in managing
relationships and behaviors”
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Emotional Intelligence is defined by Wikipedia (the free encyclopedia) (2010) as:
It is frequently restrained, in which emotional intelligence is described in an idea that includes
the capability, ability, skills or (as trait EI model explains) a perceived ability, to manage,
assess, ad identify the emotions of one’s self, of others, and of groups.”
2.2.6 Baron’s Mixed Model of Emotional Intelligence
Dr. Reuven Bar-On was the director in Denmark’s institute of applied intelligence.
Moreover, he worked as consultant among different institutions in Israel. The Emotional
Quotient (EQ) tool was introduced firstly by Bar-On in 2006. It is famous as “Bar-On EQ-i
model”. In his view, emotional intelligence is simply the way people understand their
surroundings and their own selves and how suitability they make relationship with the people,
how suitability they fulfil the required demands from the surrounding in which they live or they
work with, and consequently they achieve success factors in society as well at workplace.
Furthermore, the focus of Bar-On’s model is to achieve better performance and he relates to
emotional intelligence in the perspective of success and performance (Bar-On, 2002). He
believed that better outcomes can be reaped when people thing on the process rather just only
putting their focus on outcome. There are two aspects, the very first is, It emphases on (1) a
group of social and emotional capabilities, containing the ability to be conscious of,
comprehend, and expose oneself, and the capability to be conscious of, comprehend, and
associate to others, (2) the capability to covenant with robust emotions, and the skill to
familiarize to be changed and resolve difficulties of a personal or social environment (Bar-On,
1997). Bar-On stated that with the passage of time EI progresses and it can be more upgraded
through significant and innovative programming, trainings, and development (Bar-On, 2002).
Bar-On (2002) investigated that persons with moderate degree of E.Q. ‘s is in commonly more
efficacious in fulfilling surrounded demands and stresses and insufficiency in emotional
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intelligence could have posed lacking accomplishment success and problems regarding
emotions would appear. In wide-ranging, Bar-On deliberates cognitive intelligence and
emotional intelligence to support similarly to an individual’s common intelligence, which then
compromises and gives indication of one ‘s prospective to succeed in life.
Emotional Social intelligence with respect to Bar-On model be;
―a cross-section of unified feelings, social competencies, emotions, facilitators & skills
which controls that how suitably we comprehend and expose ourselves, know others and
relate with them, and manage with regular pressures, challenges, and demands.
Furthermore, he outlined his model with five distinct components: 1) intrapersonal, 2)
interpersonal, 3) adaptability, 4) stress management and 5) general mood. Moreover, these
major components in Bar-On model have sub-components as well. Figure 2-3 portrays a
comprehensive outline for his model.
It should be notice here that this study has only taken three components from his model
which are
1) Interpersonal,
2) Intrapersonal, and
3) General mood.
However, we are explaining all components of his model to grab a robust concept of his model.
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Figure 2-2

Source: Google Image
Emotional intelligence has many concepts, definitions and descriptions, however, Bar-On in
his model referred some common key points which are interrelated among several
conceptualizations of EI. These are explained below
i.

Individual’s capability to comprehend his own emotions and others around him.

ii.

Individual’s capability to comprehend other people’s perceived emotions.

iii.

Individual’s capability to manage and control his/her emotions.

iv.

Individual’s capability to manage uncertain change and resolve issues (particularly
issues related with intrapersonal and interpersonal)

v.

Individual’s capability in showing positive mood along with full self-motivation.

The Bar-On’s Meta factors of EI are considered as comprehensive and robust EI’s component
structure model. These five indicators of emotional social intelligence are significant and
explains to have different levels of skills, competencies, and capabilities. These five indicators
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have sub-indicators, and in totality there are 15 sub-indicators under the major indicators in
Bar-on’s model. This study has explained all 15 sub-indicators in bullet points.
Intrapersonal (self-expression & self-awareness):


Self-Regard (conscious about the way accepting and understanding people’s
emotions).



Emotional Self-Awareness (conscious about the way to perceive people’s emotions)



Assertiveness (a certain way that help is stating our emotional state and ourselves in a
nondestructive manner)



Independence (a state where people become self-dependent and free from any
emotional reliance on others)



Self-Actualization (it is situation where people perform to achieve goals with
actualization of his/her self-potential)

Interpersonal (social interaction and consciousness):


Empathy (consciousness to understanding the situation of other people at their place)



Social Responsibility (social identity and feeling part of a group in society)



Interpersonal Relationship (instituting conjointly sustaining interactions)

Stress Management (Control and management of emotions):


Stress Tolerance (efficiently and positively dealing in our feelings and emotions)



Impulse Control (efficiently and positively adjusting our feelings and emotions)

Adaptability (change management):


Reality Testing (adjusting perceived emotions and gives rationality towards ongoing
external reality)
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Flexibility (managing with and adjusting the regular life changes)



Problem Solving (creating a real way out to uncertain issues)

General Mood (self-motivation):


Optimism (devising an optimistic view and observing towards happier flank our life)



Happiness (sensation gratified with other’s life and our life as well)

This study had explained the Bar-On’s model in bullets, now, following are the detailed view
of his model.
2.2.6.1 Intrapersonal
This factor of EI contains of self-actualization and independence, assertiveness,
emotional self-awareness and Self-Regard. It is mainly related with to self-expression & selfawareness, leading people’s capability to have a level of consciousness in perceiving emotions.
Furthermore, it also helps in determining one’s strengths and weaknesses, and to prompt
people’s feelings in such a nondestructive manner.
Self-Regard:
It is defined as one’s conscious level about the way accepting and understanding
people’s emotions. Self-regard is considered as such ability that initiates admiration and gives
acceptance for the things which are most likely for us. Admiration gives a way in which we
like ourselves and giving acceptance refers to capability to accept one’s optimistic and nonoptimistic characteristics as well as one’s limitations. A satisfied person always feel that he/she
is being self-regarded.
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Emotional Self-Awareness:
This sub-indicator of intrapersonal (main indicator of EI) is elucidated as one’s
consciousness about the way to perceive people’s emotions. It is simply a way forward to
understand and determine our emotional state in which we live, and we perform.
Assertiveness:
Assertiveness is defined as a certain way that help is stating our emotional state and
ourselves in a nondestructive manner. Moreover, it contains and comprehends three
characteristics: 1) it refers to such capabilities that help to understand our feelings, 2) it directs
to such capabilities that is being understood in terms of beliefs and opinions, and 3)
assertiveness refers to such capabilities to stand for due rights and it initiates not to permit
others to bother or take advantage from oneself.
Independence:
It is referred as a state of a state where people become self-dependent and free from any
emotional reliance on others. It enhances one’s capability in becoming self-motivated and selfdirected in experiencing variety of actions and to become free of emotional dependency.
Self-Actualization:
It is defined as a situation where people perform to achieve goals with actualization of
his/her self-potential. Basically, self-actualization belongs to one’s capability to comprehend
certain possible abilities.
2.2.6.2 Interpersonal:
Interpersonal is considered as second dimension of emotional intelligence. It includes
the concepts regarding interpersonal relationship, empathy, and social responsibility.
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Moreover, the prime concern of interpersonal EI is to sustain interaction, skills, and social
consciousness. This essential factor is mainly concerned with one’s capability to become
conscious about feelings, needs, concerns of others, and having interpersonal ability one would
be capable to form and sustain constructive and cooperative relationships. Moreover, people
comprehend and cooperate with well with others. They become inspired and build trust relation
which initiates well-functioning as part of a whole team.
Empathy:
Empathy is considered as the sub-indicator of interpersonal, it is a degree of consciousness to
understand the situation/issues of other people at their place. Moreover, it is seen as
penetrating to the extent of why, how, and what people perceive about such a way in they do.
In nutshell, these are the people who read the mind of others in terms of their emotions and
these are those having empathetic characteristics.
Social Responsibility:
Social responsibility is considered as social identity and feeling part of a group in
society. It is one’s ability to validate as constructive, contributing, and cooperative members of
a particular social group or this social group could be in one’s family, relationships, or at
workplace.
Interpersonal Relationship:
It is third and last sub-indicator under the heading of interpersonal. It offers a process
that initiates in instituting conjointly sustaining interactions. Conjointly sustaining interaction
defines significant social interactions that are possibly satisfying and entertaining for those who
involved in the process.
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2.2.6.3 Stress Management
The stress management include two sub-indicators named as 1) Stress tolerance and 2)
Impulse Control. It has a main concern with Control and management of emotions. Moreover,
it constitutes such capability which relate to feelings/emotions so one can be benefited having
certain stress management. Below is the brief explanation regarding stress tolerance and
impulse control.
Stress Tolerance:
The stress tolerance refers to certain efficient and positive dealing of one’s feelings and
emotions. Essentially, it is such capacity in one’s mind that holds and deals with conflicting
occasions and stressful situations without becoming astounded, and, it comprehends the
stressful occasion with efficient and positive state of mind.
Impulse Control:
Impulse control system of stress management contains certain efficient and positive
adjusting techniques associated with our feelings and emotions. In nutshell, impulse control
comprises with a capacity in one’s mind which have enough and controlled resistance, and
determination to have a positive act. Furthermore, it involves one’s ability to have tolerant
instinct that shows a certain meticulous aggression.
2.2.6.4 Adaptability
In the Bar-On’s model of EI, adaptability is considered as fourth dimension. It
comprises with change management structure which allows an individual to be more
adjustable, flexible, and skills to adopt change. Furthermore, it includes three sub-indicators
that measures overall adaptable characteristics in an individual, which are, 1) realty testing, 2)
flexibility, and 3) problem solving. The adaptability essentially deals in how one can manage
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and adapt change in his/her instantaneous environment in which a person is surrounded.
Moreover, a brief overview regarding sub-indicators is given below.
Reality Testing:
It deals in adjusting perceived emotions and gives rationality towards ongoing external
reality. Moreover, it involves uncertain or imminent situations, and try to maintain things in
positive manner. It also gives experiences regarding actual truth behind those things which
have been seen in imaginary world or in fantasy.
Flexibility:
It is also essential sub-indicator of adaptability which includes managing with and adjusting
the regular life changes. This factor involves frequent adjustment of one’s perceived feelings,
emotions, and behaviors in the perspective of prevailing situations.
Problem Solving:
It is last sub-dimension or indicator of adaptability which refers to a process which
creates a real way outs to uncertain issues. It shows one’s ability to become conscious about
new issues and must hold ability to overcome and resolve the issues.
2.2.6.5 General Mood
In Bar-On’s EI model, General mood is illustrated as fifth and last dimension to
measure the overall emotional intelligence level. General mood contains happiness and
optimistic behavior and these both components create a self-motivation for an individual.
Consequently, a good general mood reflects to certain capability of an individual to enjoy
himself and others around him. Hence, the overall contentment of one’s feeling will be boosted
which results to a good performance or outcome.
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Optimism:
In general mood optimism is considered as devising an optimistic view and observing
towards happier flank our life. It embodies a positive attitude on one’s life (daily or routine
life) and a significant tool of motivation at workplace, no matter whatever we do.
Happiness:
It is second and last sub-indicator of general mood which elaborates that happiness is
considered as a sensation gratified associated with other’s life and to our own life as well.
Moreover, it is certain state of mind that reflects and measuring the satisfaction level in one’s
life. In order to enjoy life, happiness gives general contentment and self-motivation.
This study has taken three dimensions for the Baro-on’s model of emotional intelligence, which
are, 1) Interpersonal, 2) Intrapersonal, and 3) General Mood. Furthermore, next heading
illustrates the available evidence on emotional intelligence linking to employee job
performance.
2.2.7 Emotional Intelligence and Employee Job Performance
The emotional intelligence has been studied round the globe in different perspective. In
the last two decades, emotional intelligence has attracted a great attention among researchers,
scholars, and academicians. The central focus of emotional intelligence is to give a way forward
to an individual towards his/her success at routine life or the life at workplace. It is therefore
directed that emotional intelligence give workplace intelligence to an employee or individual.
Moreover, several researches have been conducted to determine the impact of emotional
intelligence or employee job performance. Lynn (2002) investigated in myriad organization a
positive relationship between emotional intelligence and job performance. According to Wolfe
& Caruso (2004) revealed that information regarding one’s feeling, and emotions helps
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significantly in determining the employee job performance. A renowned study was conducted
by Goleman (1988) where he studied more than 500 organizations situated at different
countries, his study shown a positive association between emotional intelligence and workplace
environment and job performance of employees. Moreover, he was of the view that managers
must have ability to understand the emotions and feelings of individuals. Emotional
intelligence considered as pivotal element in determining one’s feeling and emotions (Orme,
2003). Furthermore, He also made it clear that emotional intelligence contains such capability
to comprehend emotions and, consequently, take the necessary actions. Explaining his
understanding of emotional intelligence, he explained three important factors that are the
emotions and feelings of a person, determining the feeling and emotions of another and taking
necessary steps which are based on our aptitude to have consciousness on those feelings and
emotions. Orme’s view about emotional intelligence in his studies, which does not mean that
a person can handle his or her life experiences more effectively, but rather that you have to deal
with life's problems such as heart failure, child loss, It also helps in dealing with unemployment
and other such conflicts. The basic function of emotional intelligence is how one can use his/her
feelings and emotions to resolve life problems and would rise success rate whether in daily life
or life at workplace. A renowned study of Cooper and Sawaf (1997) mentioned the significance
of emotional intelligence on employee job performance. They were of the view that our feeling
and emotions are significantly associated with our past activities, however, our mind and body
may be unconscious of that incident that it has happed and a pigeon whole has already been
marked in our memory. They further stated that this emotional state of mind effects workplace
setting, consequently, better emotional intelligence can reap better job performance and create
suitable workplace environment. Moreover, there is also the concept of “star employee” and
several investigations have been made. The concept of start employee illustrates those
individuals who hold high degree of emotional quotient compared to other participants at
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workplace. Additionally, it matters and necessary at workplace environment as much as other
factors that emphasizes workplace.
The job nature varies as per needs and requirements of organization. Thus, there is no
identical way to have certain emotional quotient for employee to have better performance.
Taking the example of a sales job, it is very difficult job because it gives a target to salesperson
to achieve within a specific period. In this regard, a person who perform this type of job must
have empathy for customers. Salesperson must be emotionally intelligent to understand
customer’s feeling and emotions and suitability negotiates, developed good interpersonal
relationship, and soundness it is getting demand from customer (Goleman, 1998). On the other
side, in the perspective of professional personnel emotional quotient gives understanding of
sub-ordinate emotions and a setting of self-discipline. In this regard, it believed that there is
certain influence of emotional intelligence on every part of the organization (Goleman, 1998).
Goleman (1998) also investigated gender differences and emotional intelligence. He was of the
view that both genders (male and female) tend to be equally emotional intelligent. Consistent
with his study Murray (1998) investigated 3200 females and 4500 males to assess the existence
of EI components. He revealed that higher ratio of males has been found to hold stress tolerance
and self-confidence. However, females’ ratio is higher in empathy and social responsibility.
Consequently, he reported that both genders are equally emotionally intelligent into the
different contexts along with diverse area of interests. Moreover, age factor is also a crucial
component to become emotionally intelligent. In this regard, Goleman (1998) considered
matured people tend to be more emotionally intelligence than those of immature. Matured
people have more ability to tackle the issues whether in their routine life or life at workplace.
He quoted that it difficult to deal young individual compared with matured ones. Hence, several
studies are being conducted to differentiate different age groups and their influence on EI and
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job performance. Mayer and Salovy revealed that people who are reached in the age of forty
have more emotional intellect compared to below forty people.
Cherniss (2005) investigated school environment and emotional setting. He revealed
that school workplace intelligence is also a tremendous thought. He stated that emotional
understanding of teachers towards their students in necessary because it improves student
learning ability, skills, and their way of life.
Moreover, in the perspective of organization emotional intelligence has also been
widely studied and found a significant and positive relationship between emotional intelligence
and job performance. According to Stanley and Burrows (2005) EI plays a pivotal role on the
employee performance, as EI influences the employee’s workplace setting and motivates to
perform in a good manner. Slaski and Cartwright (2003) investigated that psychological health
in very important in individual’s job performance, they directed that better the psychological
health more the performance of employee. Mayer and Salovey (1997) revealed a controversial
state where emotional intelligence has a combining capability to control emotions, to
overwhelmed emotions, to stimulus oneself, and to examine others as well as to keep care of
existing relationships. Salvoey (1990) directed EI as the capability to do, as well as the
emotions of others, and do separate between them and use certain information for live viewing
and events. Singh (2007) transmits that in every management structure, emotional intelligence
empowers the managing staff to understand his or her own feelings about the workforce and
differentiates these emotions for the benefit on the connotation and the employee job
performance.
Bar-On et al (2000) articulated that EI not only integrates recognition, but also
integrates employees 'well-being in the direction of emotions, and the Association's actions
seek to build employees' ability to fulfill their role and day-to-day work. Baczynska (2017)
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stated that it has been found that the employee performance and emotional intelligence of
employees, especially for managers who are high in their organizations, need to be emotionally
intelligent. Moreover, he stated that results can vary in different emotional situations.
Emotional intelligence for the job is helpful in making decisions and getting results in the
workplace. According to Baczynska & Thornton (2017) several studies and evidences reported
that people with high emotional ability have higher success rates and are well-versed in the
workplace, and often achieve professional success and perform their jobs better jobs (Goleman,
Boyatzis, & McKee, 2002). Zaccaro, Kemp, & Bader (2004) suggested that emotional
intelligence has a strong effect on team performance and managers’ intellectual ability. Their
study of emotional intelligence is divided into four types: relationship management, selfmanagement, social awareness and self-awareness, and make it clear that here the emotional
intelligence, organizational performance and management style are associated in a certain
relationship .Furthermore, it has been suggested that emotional intelligence is a positive
predictor of leadership and employee job performance. Several analysts have described the
impact and importance of emotional intelligence, and many of them have described emotional
intelligence as their own point of view. He presented three models of emotional intelligence,
namely, the ability model, the mixed model and the feature model. Mayer and Salovey (1993)
stated that emotional intelligence as such skills to distinguish one's emotions and to separate
those feelings and to cope with those feelings in order to fulfill the needed workplace
environment. Bar-On (2000) presented emotional intelligence as the ability to accept oneself,
and in addition to practically gratifying categorization form requests with a valid purpose.
Goleman (1998) depicted emotional intelligence as the ability to distinguish emotions with an
ultimate purpose for stimulating one's own specific emotions. Each expert attribute emotional
intelligence to his point of view as he perceives and thinks of them, yet there was a significant
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cause of emotional intelligence created by them and the capacity for emotional intelligence that
has a certain association to achieve better and positive job performance from employees.
In this regard, the above evidences revealed that there are numerous studies which
revealed a positive association between emotional intelligence and employee job performance.
This study also intended to investigate positive impact of emotional intelligence on job
performance in the context of privately-owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh. Therefore,
following hypotheses have been developed.
H3: Emotional Intelligence has a significant and positive relationship with Job
Performance.
H4: Emotional intelligence fully mediates the relationship between Job insecurity and Job
performance.
2.3 Organization Justice
The idea of justice has been continuously developed and deepened along with the
development of the Justice theory in the perspective of organizations. The organizational
justice theory has mainly three segments named as Interactional justice, distributive justice,
and procedural justice. Previously, numerous researchers have been enthusiastic to the pursuit
of appreciation and direction of justice and have yielded productive outcomes. The concept of
interactional justice is distributed into two sub-dimensions which are 1) Informational justice
and 2) Interpersonal justice. This study has only chosen interactional justice as the moderating
variable between job insecurity and employee job performance. Moreover, before to describe
interactional justice and its dimensions, the study briefly explains the concepts of distributive
and procedural justice.
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2.3.1 Distributive Justice
Initially, the concept of distributive justice has been emphasized by several researchers
and scholars. The distributive justice meant that individuals comprised with the degree of their
input and output, and then compare their involvement and achievements. According to Adams
(1965) who introduced the concept of equity theory, they suggest that when understanding the
authenticity of the results, individuals will work on their degree of input and output and
associate their distributional outcomes to themselves and others around them. Furthermore,
having this procedure, individuals/employees will determine whether the distribution is
appropriate or there is unfairness in the course of distribution. Consequently, some researchers
argued that the methodology for determining the distribution or allocation of justice results was
avoided by a permanent justice procedure. Thus, they reformed the research direction into a
decision-making routine of distribution.
2.3.2 Procedural Justice
Initially, Thibaut and Walker (1975) has been presented the impression of procedural
justice. They stated that the perception regarding formative factors of fairness was not the
absolute distributive outcomes, but rather the planning process and the implementation of the
decisions. After studying litigation about process of satisfaction and litigation in various court
trial results, they introduced two significant sub-indicators of procedural justice named as 1)
process control and 2) Decision control. According to Leventhal et al. (1980) Recommended
six standards for procedural justice, 1) consistency principles, 2) the rule of representation, the
principle of prejudice, the principle of accuracy, the principle of accuracy and the principle of
morality. A procedure must meet these standards to conclude certain procedural justice.
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2.3.3 Interactional Justice (Informational & Interpersonal)
Way back to 1980s, the impression of interactional justice was primarily presented by
Bies and Moag (1986). Later, the concept of interactional justice had become the integral part
of the theory of organization justice. They revealed that “interactional justice” was principally
related with the way people interact and the perception of justice, and stressed that in the
process of implementation, the justice of the work was done by those who worked with them.
Moreover, this interaction will be influenced by the behavior of doers and how they treated
them in the overall process. Furthermore, Greenberg (1990) categorized the concept of
interactional justice into two, 1) interpersonal justice and 2) informational justice. According
to Greenberg (1990) interpersonal justice refers to treating an employee with dignitary,
courtesy and respect and informational justice mentions the sharing of authentic and relevant
information among employees. Furthermore, stated whether the doers of justice treated their
employees with modesty and respect in deciding the execution and outcome, and provide
relevant information, even if they explain to employees why they adopted certain distribution
methods and why the distribution results came out (Greenberg, 1993). The construct,
interactional justice has been widely studied by researchers among different contexts with
diverse viewpoints. In this regard, Bradley and Sparks (2002) spoke about interactional justice
as the way people interact in the organization must have fair attitudes and behaviors. In thinking
about employees' feelings of interaction may be defined as how they are treated in the
implementation process. According to Ando and Matsuda (2010) the way employees being
treated (positively or negatively) turn the employee into both positive (highly secured and
emotionally motivated) or negative (insecure and emotionally demotivated). Furthermore, all
dimensions of organization justice theory are significant and important in getting better
employee performance.
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Each dimension has his own status and position to focus on justice issues in
organization. In nutshell, Distributive justice places have greater emphasis on the rationality
and impartiality of distributive outcomes and reward. On the other side, procedural justice
emphasizes the decision-making process and confirms whether there is bilateral
communication between executives and subordinates. Interactional justice places a greater
emphasis on the quality of communication between people, such as, confirming the appropriate
way of communication among employees. In summary, this study has considered only
interactional justice and this study intend to investigate that interactional justice moderates the
negative relationship between job insecurity and employee job performance.
2.3.4 Moderating Effect of Interactional Justice
It is notion that employees depend on managers in the process of justice. In this regard,
interactional justice is based on harmonious relationships and justice perception among
employees. Moreover, it initiates a process which brought to the forefront such appropriate
information to employees regarding organizational decisions and perceived behaviors of
employees (Liao and Tai, 2006; Cohen-Charash and Spector, 2001). As Greenberg (1993)
mentioned that justice environment brinks the quality of behaviors and attitude between
employee and managers during distributive and procedural process of justice. Cropanzano et
al. (2007) stated that there are two essential indicators of interactional justice which are 1)
interpersonal and 2) informational justice. Interpersonal justice recognizes the significance of
sympathy, admiration and esteem in mutual relationships, especially between employees and
managers. Moreover, information justice is about properly and accurately informing employees
in organizational decision-making matters. Cojuharenco and Patient (2013) revealed that job
performance and justice have a significant relationship in the organizational workplace
environment. Moreover, they reported that fair communication process (interactional justice)
is crucial in reaping appropriate job performance from employees. Contrary, irrational
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communication process leads to injustice among employees and create negative influence on
employee job performance (Cojuharenco and Patient, 2013). The studies of Cropanzano et al.
(2007), Cropanzano et al. (2007), and Settoon et al. (1996) show that interactional justice is
considered some significant characteristics in getting high job performance. Moreover,
Cropanzano et al. (2007) and Lerner (2003) referred interactional justice as strong
informational and interpersonal relationship between managers and employees. Furthermore,
social exchange theory is also of the view that strong or weak, positive or negative, and good
or bad relationship between staff and managers can only be made due to appropriate or
inappropriate ways of interactional justice (Settoon et al., 1996; Cohen-Charash and Spector,
2001; Cropanzano et al., 2002; Wayne et al., 1997). Based on Interactional justice, employees
worry about their relationship with the managers. Moreover, there should be existence of
transparent relationship between employees and managers during informational and
interpersonal justice in achieving suitable organizational outcomes. Thus, an appropriate
relationship between managers and employees is needed, consequently, interactional justice
allows employees to feel security in their jobs and recognized themselves as important part of
the organization (Lind and Tyler, 1988). According to Nasurdin and Khuan (2011) interactional
justice moderates the job performance of employee and produces better job role. Leung et al.
(2001) have reported in their study that interactional justice is substantial element of job
insecurity and perceived job performance. A renowned study of Wu et al. (2012) revealed the
evidence in the perspective of south Asian countries, and, showed significant moderating
effects of interactional justice between job insecurity and job performance. In the context of
Pakistan, the study of Osman et al. (2016) shown certain effects of procedural justice on
employee engagement. Meanwhile, it has been observed that there are some evidences
moderating effects of interactional justice on job performance. However, in the best of
researcher’s knowledge there is hardly any study on moderating effects of international justice
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on relationship between job insecurity and job performance following the context of Pakistan
in general and specifically in privately owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh. In order to
fill the existing research gap and to overcome the issue of job insecurity among privately owned
degree awarding institutes of Sindh, this study has developed following hypothesis.
H5: Interactional Justice moderates the relationship between Job Insecurity and Job
Performance.
2.4 Job performance
According to Bandura (1997) and Kanfer et al. (2005) Individual performance refers to
the way or act of doing a job. This act of doing a job has a high relevance to the organizations.
Consequently, job performance is good when one achieves timely tasks and gives satisfactions
at the both ends (at the end of management and individual as well). Furthermore, people or
employee who performed appropriately may get honored, awarded, and promoted. According
to Van Scotter et al. (2000) an individual can enjoy many benefits (like career growth
opportunities, better incentives, bonuses and increments) when he/she performs good in the
organization and those who do not hold good performance become unfortunate to have these
benefits. This section concisely explains the employee performance and reports the
performance construct in terms of dynamic and multi-dimensional concept.
2.4.1 Dimensions of Job Performance
Job performance is considered as dynamic and multi-dimensional construct. There not
signals as last resort to conclude that what we only do in an organizational frame to reap
appropriate job performance. The world is divided into different countries along with different
cultures, norms, and beliefs. Thus, it hard to have signal statement regarding the ultimate
outcome as better job performance. This study has focused job insecurity and its impact on job
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performance. The aim of this study is same as other studies possess; it is to assess the outcomes
in terms of job performance. The job performance is defined into three dimensions named as
task performance, contextual performance, and adaptive performance. A brief explanation
regarding each of these three dimensions is given below.
2.4.1.1 Task Performance
Williams and Karau (1991) defined task performance as an employee’s involvement
inn adding organizational performance, with the activities that are measured as formal reward
system (i.e., technical core), and discourses the necessities stated in job descriptions. Moreover,
task performance comprises with those activities which transmute resources into the services
and products manufactured in the organization (Motowidlo et al., 1997). Therefore, task
performance contains the effective and efficient fulfillment of required job responsibilities
given by management to an employee. Adding to the concept of task performance, it is also a
dynamic and multi –dimensional factor. According to Campbell (1990) good task performance
must be followed by five task performance indicators. However, Borman and Brush (1993)
stated that his hierarchical model includes eight indicators. These five indicators are briefly
explained below:
1. Task Proficiency in terms of Job-Specifics
2. Task Proficiency in terms of Non-Job Specifics
3. Task Proficiency in terms of Oral and Written Communication
4. Task Proficiency in terms of Leadership position (In case of supervision)
5. Task Proficiency in terms of Administration and Management
It is not game end, according to Borman and Brush (1993) these indicators contain further subindicators like 4th indicator include:
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1. Providing feedback, motivating subordinates, directing, and guiding.
2. Suitable employment relationships
3. Coordination and Cooperation with others.
2.4.1.2 Contextual Performance
According to Parker et al. (2006) and Sonnentage and Frese (2002) it is not good enough
to perform only job requirement, however, one must go further than job requirements.
Furthermore, contextual performance contains such behaviors which may not contribute
straightly to the overall organization performance; however, contextual performance supports
the psychological and social environment of the organization. Moreover, contextual
performance in relatively different from task performance as it contains arrangements and
activities that are not the given in the job descriptions and it is apart from the actual job.
According to Borman and Motowidlo (1993) contextual performance indirectly supports the
organization and it contains five categories which are mentioned below:
1. Acknowledging job responsibilities beyond form job descriptions
2. Desired interest in an individual to accomplish specific job task
3. Assisting to others in difficult job situations
4. In uncertain or inconvenient situation, stand to follow prescribed rules and
procedures
5. Giving out of the way efforts to achieve the aims and objectives of organization
According to Borman and Motowidlo (1993) and Motowidlo et al. (1997) contextual
performance recommends additional efforts from an individual, like cooperating and helping
others, policies and rules of organization, or securing one’s job by handling work-related
issues. Sonnentag and Frese (2002) directed that previously, job performance (particularly
Contextual Performance) abstracted and considered in different ways. At a general level,
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different concepts can be recognized that objective at the core functioning of an organization
as it does at a time (performance of the “sustainability” context), and preemptive or active
behaviors that intend to device innovative and latest techniques to run inside the organization.
Furthermore, Organ (1988) revealed the concept of organizational citizenship behavior in the
stabilizing the contextual performance of an employee and some associated factor of pro-social
organizational behavior. Organ (1988) OCB refers to arbitrary behavior that is not essentially
accepted and compensated by the prescribed reward system of an organization. OCB includes
five sub-factors which are mentioned below:
1. Altruism (It refers to helping and cooperation with others)
2. Conscientiousness (It refers to certain passivity to the organization)
3. Civic Virtue (It refers to settling the difficulties the influence objective of organization)
4. Courtesy (It refers to having necessary opinion of others before any action)
5. Sportsmanship (It refers to not to make any complaint regarding any unimportant
organizational matters
Meanwhile, contextual performance is not considered to hold certain unified set of behaviors,
but in nature it is multi-dimensional (Van Dyne and LePine, 1998).
2.4.1.3 Adaptive Performance
Campbell et al (1993) did not include adaptive performance in his initial work
on job performance. Later, dynamic changes in the workplace setting give rise to certain set of
adaptive attributes in job performance. Moreover, studies of Smith et al. (1997) and Pulakos et
al. (2000) depicted that the adaptive performance has trending the new ways to expand the
concept of job performance. However, this term (adaptability) has been denoted in different
ways. Murpy and Jackson (1999) referred this term as role flexibility. Moreover, Hesketh and
Neal (1999) consistent with the term adaptive performance. Consequently, this construct has
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been extensively reviewed in the literature and massive factor analysis have been performed.
Pulakos et al. (2000) revealed eight indicators in the adaptive performance which are
mentioned below:
1. Attempting to handle hard and difficult situations
2. Attempting to handle work related stress
3. Innovatively and calmly resolving issues
4. Unpredictable and uncertain work situation
5. Understanding procedures, technology, and new tasks
6. Examining the adaptability in terms of interpersonal association
7. Examining adaptability of cultural
8. Understanding adaptability which is in terms of physical nature (like infrastructure etc.)
According to Pulakos et al. (2000) the above-mentioned characteristics of adaptive
performance has been widely studied into different contexts. Meanwhile, given the extensive
importance of adaptive performance, more empirical research is required. This study has taken
comprehensive construct of job performance (including task performance, contextual
performance, and adaptive performance) as dependent variable. Moreover, this study has
constructed following study model.
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2.5 Study Model
Figure 2-3

Figure 2-3 portrays the model of this study. This study model has been adopted and modified
from the studies of Antonio Chirumbolo (2005), Patrick O’Neill & Peter Sevastos (2013),
Christopher et al, (2018). The study model contains four major variables and twelve subvariables. Job insecurity has been shown to measure with four dimensions/subvariables/indicators (Marginalization, job loss, job changes, organization survival). Job
insecurity is considered as independent variable.
On the other hand, outcome or dependent variable is job performance which has been
measure with three dimensions (task performance, contextual performance, adaptive
performance). In-between independent and dependent variable two variables have been
performed the role of mediation and moderation. Emotional intelligence contains three
dimensions (interpersonal, intrapersonal, general mood) and its position in the model as
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mediating variable. Finally, Interaction justice is measured through its dimensions
(informational and interpersonal) and has been considered as moderating variable.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter explains the whole way to carry out this study and to reach on the study outcomes.
In this connection, chapter starts by explaining the concept of research philosophies.
Furthermore, it gives a comprehensive discussion regarding research strategy, research choice
and research approach. Method of sample selection, data collection and data analysis are being
briefly explained in this chapter.
3.1 Research Philosophy
The term Philosophy refers to a general view which mean to study certain ideas about
knowledge, truth, the nature and meaning of life. The concept of philosophy is used in almost
all fields of study. In the same manner, this concept has also been specified as “research
philosophy” (Saunders et al., 2009). To answer the research questions and achieve certain study
objectives one should study the research philosophy (Saunders et al., 2009). Furthermore, they
revealed a knowledge that how one can formulate a complete research process and how it can
be suitably executed to get the research outcomes which contribute in the existing knowledge
or it would produce new knowledge in the world. The research philosophy contains a big debate
but in summarized view the whole concept of research philosophy has been divided into four
different research philosophies named as 1) positivism, 2) realism, 3) interpretivism, and 4)
pragmatism.
3.1.1 Positivism demonstrates the philosophical concept associated with natural or
social scientists (Saunders et al., 2009). It deduces the process which pertains perceptible social
representativeness or reality and the end of the product may be lawfully generalized related to
those which are related to nature and physical science. The unbiased data and free response are
required in implementing and process the positivist research philosophy.
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3.1.2 Realism explained as the quality of a person who understands what is and possible
in a situation and can deal with problems in an effective and practical way (Saunders et al.,
2009). Moreover, it includes the quality to being very much like real life or in other words
quality of seeming to be real. It is belief consciousness system which deals in human’s selfgoverning reality and emphasized through social environment (Saunders et al., 2009).
Researcher’s own visualization to uncover world’s reality in terms of social, cultural,
normative standards may adopt realism research philosophy.
3.1.3 Interpretivism explained as the act or result of explaining something in the way
where differences between two things must be well understood (Saunders et al., 2009). Here,
the question arises that what these two things can be? So, these two things are considered as
the difference between human and reality (it includes epistemology). There is frequent use of
this research philosophy is social as well as business studies, and more particularly in
organizational behavior, management and marketing fields of study.
3.1.4 Pragmatism research is explained as a reasonable and logical way of doing or of
thinking about problems that is based on dealing with specific situation instead of on ideas and
theories (Saunders et al., 2009). Moreover, the knowledge as outcome of this philosophy also
includes the characteristics of epistemology, ontology, and axiology.
From the above-mentioned explanations and concepts of research philosophies, this
study has been extracted to comprehensively follow interpretivism and positivism as adopted
research philosophies of this study. Moreover, the philosophies like realism and pragmatism
have been ignored as these are not related to this study. Now, question arises that why this
study has only chosen interpretivism and positivism as research philosophy. It is due to
objectivity, generalizability, and relation with human affairs.
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3.2 Research Approach
There always been a significant association of research approach and research
problem. Moreover, the selection process of research approach is mainly based on the
diagnoses of research problem and its remedies which can be given by a research outcome
(Saunders et al., 2009). According to Saunders et al. (2009) deductive and inductive research
approach are considered as two significant and essential research approaches. These two
approaches have different aims and objectives. The deductive approach comprises with a
research outcome that should be taken out in form of proposition or theory. However, deductive
approach believe is generalization and a theory or propositions contains general characteristics.
Moreover, later this generalizability can be empirically tested into specific units (inductive
approach). Inductive research approach tests the available theories into specific view and
confirms the implications of existing theories.
Figure 3.1
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The above Figure 4.1 demonstrates suitability that inductive approach is envisioned to
originate and commencing from an applied or “practical” approach and after at that point it
transmitted into theoretical approach. Moreover, it also validates that deductive approach
which primarily begins from a theoretical approach and later it shifts to applied approach.
Meanwhile, present study has followed in-deductive research approach, it in that sense there
still there is enormous need to study constructs like job insecurity, emotional intelligence,
interactional justice, and job performance into specific unit to become have more appropriate
generalized view. Therefore, following the inductive approach, present study intended to
investigate these constructs into the context of privately-owned degree awarding institutes of
Sindh.
3.3 Research Choice
Research choice is the selection of method which is to be followed in the process of
whole research. According to Saunders et al. (2007) there are essentially two research choices
1) Mono method and 2) Multiple method. Moreover, multiple method further includes 1) Multimethod and 2) Mixed method. Figure 4-2 represented research choice.
Figure 3.2
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From all these research choices, current study has selected Multi-method quantitative studies
as research choice. The nature of this study is quantitative and multi-dimensional contracts of
this emphasized to follow such research choice that allows to extract the direct relationship
between Job insecurity and job performance and indirect relationship like mediating
relationship of emotional intelligence in between job insecurity and job performance and also
moderating effects of interactional justice between independent and dependent variables. In
order to get the appropriate research outcomes this study has used a robust statistical techniques
namely as structural equation modelling (SEM), it is a composite statistical functioning which
can appropriately research outcomes.
3.4 Research Strategy
The research strategy directs a careful research plan or method for achieving a
research-oriented goal. Thus, it suggests certain research skills of making or carrying out whole
research plan to achieve predetermined research objectives (Saunders et al., 2009). In order to
define research strategy Saunders et al. (2009) divided research strategy into seven categories
1) survey method 2) archival research 3) action research 4) experiment founded theory 5)
ethnography 6) investigation 7) case study research strategy. They recommended that a
research following inductive approach tend to be more dependent of survey method, as it gives
convenience in data collection and simultaneous implications of statistical techniques to get
research outcomes in a controlled environment (Saunders et al., 2009). Moreover, this
convenience in terms of data collection can be further segregated as cost efficiency and time
effectiveness. It enables to collect primary data and investigate the empirical relationship
between the variables (independent and dependent). The outcomes of these relationships
demonstrate the perceived and prevailing social phenomenon. Questionnaire method is
frequently used in survey method. Moreover, closed-ended questionnaire is preferable in
survey method pertaining 5-point Likert scale. This study has followed survey method and data
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is being collected from the adopted and modified questionnaire. The upper body of the
questionnaire illustrates the demographic profile of respondents that the main body started
where items regarding job insecurity (following marginalization, job loss, job changes, and
organization survival), emotional intelligence (following interpersonal, intrapersonal and
general mood), interactional justice (following informational and interpersonal) and job
performance

(following

task

performance,

contextual

performance,

and

adaptive

performance). Later, in the heading of research instruments the sources are being mentioned
form which these questionnaires have been adopted and modified.
3.5 Time Horizon
Time horizon refers to the limit or range of researcher to get knowledge and
understanding in a particular time frame (Saunders et al., 2009). Moreover, it is divided into
two portions 1) Cross-sectional time horizon and 2) Panel or longitudinal time horizon. Crosssectional time horizon limits the range of researcher to get response from different individuals
at the same point in time. However, on the other side, longitudinal time horizon refers to get
response from same individual at different points in time (Saunders et al., 2009). Crosssectional studies do not observe any change characteristic in a phenomenon and longitudinal
studies essentially determine the change characteristics of a certain phenomenon over the
different time points. In the field of social and management sciences (like organizational
behavior, management, and marketing) there is frequent use of both time horizons (crosssectional and longitudinal). The selection is only based on the research objectives and research
questions of the study. In order to achieve the study objectives of current study, cross-sectional
time horizon has been chosen as the study’s time horizon. Through cross-sectional time horizon
the primary data has been collected from the employees of privately owned degree awarding
institutes of Sindh to examine the direct relationship between job insecurity & job performance,
mediating effect of emotional intelligence in between job insecurity and & performance, and
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moderating effect of interactional justice in between job insecurity & job performance.
Furthermore, in next heading a brief description has been given in data collection process.
3.6 Data Collection
Almost every study depends on data collection process. The data collection process in
categorized into two formats 1) Quantitative data collection and 2) Quantitative data collection
(Saunders et al., 2009). The qualitative data collection essentially depends on group
discussions, interviews, opinions and expressions. It is always in the form of judgmental
statements. Thus, on can conclude the research objective based on cumulative judgments of
people and can extract the conclusion as well. However, quantitative data collection process
includes the numeric form of data collection. Quantitative data collection necessarily being
analyzed through inferential statistical techniques in achieving study objectives. Hence, this
study ignored to use qualitative data collection because there is not certain objection to follow
that data collection process. Present study has collected quantitative data using questionnaire
(with 5-point Likert scale) as data collection instrument. According to Saunders et al. (2009)
quantitative data collection is convenient compared to qualitative data collection. And after
implication of certain statistical techniques quantitative data become more reliable and
authentic to generalize the outcomes of study.
3.6.1 Data Collection Instrument
Questionnaire considered as most effective and efficient data collection instrument
(Saunders et al. 2009). It comprises with logical arguments and followed appropriate reasoning
in getting fair response from target population (Saunders et al. 2009). The questions or items
are related with the real between raising in target population and substance of judgment is
associated to the assertiveness and behavior of an individual respondent. Every questionnaire
starts from the demographic view of respondents, in getting a summarized view of aggregate
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respondents’ profile. The questionnaire of this study has followed age, gender, experience, and
jo status as demographic variables. According to Saunders et al. (2009) the main body of
questionnaire are of two types 1) open-ended and 2) close-ended. This study has used closeended concept of questionnaire by restricting the respondents to give any response considering
1 to 5 (5-point Likert scale) or from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The benefit of closeended questionnaire is the suitability to collect retrained response and much stress-free to
quantify collected response (Saunders et al., 2009). Furthermore, they stated that close-ended
questionnaires tend to give standardized data, which creates it more suitable in comparing two
different units. Furthermore, questionnaire can be administered into two ways: 1) in person, 2)
in Email. Self-administered questionnaire is followed in this study. Following adopted and
modified data collection instruments have been used to collect data:


Job Insecurity (O’Neill & Sevastos, 2013)



Job Performance (Coole, 2003; Borman, 1993; Plamondon, 2000)



Interactional Justice (Niehoff & Moorman, 1993)



Emotional Intelligence (Bar-On EQ- i: Emotion Quotient Inventory Model,
2001).

The object of this study was to determine causal relationship between job insecurity
and job performance and investigating mediation effect of emotional intelligence of the
relationship between job insecurity and job performance and moderating effect of interactional
justice on relationship between job insecurity and job performance. Following the context of
privately-owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh.
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3.7 Population
Population refers to a group of individual persons, objectives, or items from which
samples are taken for statistical measurement (Saunders et al., 2009). The faculty members of
privately-owned Degree awarding Institutes of Sindh constituted as the population of this
study. Through HEC.org (2018) it was revealed that there were 31 such institutes accredited in
their list of Sindh province. While surfing the respective URLs of the universities it was
revealed that estimated faculty members engaged in the listed institutes was 1408. The faculty
members working among these institutes divided into four categories; 1) Lecturers, 2) Assistant
Professors, 3) Associate Professors, and 4) Professors. The population contains 760
(Lecturers), 282 (Assistant Professors), 225 (Associate Professors) and 141 (Professors).
Hence, total population in the study is extracted as 1408 faculty members working among
privately owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh. Furthermore, based on given population,
this study has also selected sample size. Next heading explains abound sample selection and
its techniques.
3.8 Sample Selection
This study is cross sectional and quantitative in nature. Hence, core object of every
quantitative study is to give more generalized results. However, this core object can’t be
fulfilling without taking sample size of aggregate target population as it is inconvenient to
collect data from aggregate target population of the study. Thus, selection of sample size is a
significant component of the research methodology (Saunders et al., 2009). Furthermore, they
stated that sample sections contain several benefits like it saves time and other resources. Data
reliability can also be assessed suitably (Saunders eta al., 2009). The sampling technique
selected based on population criteria and parameters or size of the population can be known
(limited) or unknown (unlimited). Hence, sampling techniques are segmented as probability
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(when population is known) and non-probability (when population in unknown) techniques
(Saunders et al., 2009). They further stated that probability sampling technique is mostly used
technique in those studies which mainly depends on survey method. Therefore, current study
followed cluster sampling techniques which is probability sampling technique. Sample for the
study consists of 1) Male and 2) Female faculty members from above mentioned population.
Thus, sample size is determined as 480 male and female respondents based on rule of thumb
suggested by Roscoe (1975).
3.9 Reliability
Saunders et al. (2009) refers the reliability to reap consistent result on the collected data
and implicated procedure of analysis. Moreover, in quantitative research reliability is
essentially recommended to determine the stability in dataset which contains certain internal
consistency. Reliability is necessary in getting fair response from the targeted population
(Saunders et al., 2009). However, there are chances in misunderstanding of questionnaire items
like language barrier or respondent’s biasness. Therefore, current study has used reliability
analysis technique to check the internal consistency of collected data. The reliability has been
observed for job insecurity (following items of marginalization, job loss, job changes, and
organization survival), emotional intelligence (following items of interpersonal, intrapersonal,
and general mood), international justice (following items of informational and interpersonal
justice), and job performance (following items of task performance, contextual performance,
and adaptive performance).
3.10 Validity
According Saunders et al. (20089) the concept of research validity can be elaborated by
(1) appropriate selection of data collection method and (2) the non-obfuscation of research
outcomes. They further stated that, if results of study reconcile with objectives of study that it
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means that data and its outcomes validate the research process. In order to achieve high validity,
one should develop the questionnaire appropriately and ignore any confusing statements which
may bother the respondents to give any false or misunderstood response (Saunders et al., 2009).
Thus, in getting high validity of research, present study has used adopted and modified
questionnaire and the layout of questionnaire portrayed equivocally to avoid any
misunderstanding or misinterpretation among the respondents.
3.11 Generalizability
The external validity of research depends on the generalized implications of research
outcomes (Saunders et al., 2009). Thus, it is necessary to have generalization of research. It
must cover large thematic and geographic area. Therefore, in achieve research generalizability
this study has covered the privately-owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh. However, the
outcomes of this study may also be applicable in other services organization which are
relatively same in nature. The construct like Job insecurity (independent variable), emotional
intelligence (mediating variable), interactional justice (moderating variable), and job
performance (dependent variable) are comprehensive in nature, and the way this study liked
the relationship among them is unique and could have certain generalized view.
3.12 Data Analysis & Hypotheses Testing
It is in integral part of research in extracting research outcomes. It has already been
mentioned that this study is cross sectional and quantitative in nature, thus, primary data has
collected from 480 respondents (faculty members of privately-owned degree awarding
institutes of Sindh). In data collection process, adopted and modified questionnaire has been
used. Above than 480 questionnaires were distributed because some questionnaire could not
be entertained as they are wrongly filled by some respondents. The collected response has been
coded and data input have been made through well-known data analysis software, SPSS v25.
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This study has viewed a summarized assessment of data set, so, to achieve this goal the study
has used descriptive statistics. Frequency analysis and correlation movement have also been
observed from this software. As this study intended to use trending multivariate statistical
technique, Structural Equation Modelling (SEM), this it has a robust statistical power to extract
several statistical outcomes in one time. This study has used AMOS v21 to perform SEM. In
this regard, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), path analysis and structural test of the study
model (to test study hypotheses) are being used. Finally, it should notice here, that hypotheses
of this study have been developed based on literature and Barron & Kenny (1982)
recommended mediational structure of hypotheses have been developed.
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CHAPTER FOUR

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Analysis includes data processing to get certain outcomes/results and results comprises these
outcomes with necessary interpretations. Thus, it is very important chapter because it covers
study outcomes in which every study relies on. This chapter is outlined with reliability analysis
of study constructs, descriptive statistics and frequency measurements, correlation analysis,
and structural equation modelling (SEM).
4.1 Reliability Analysis:
Saunders et al. (2009) refers the reliability to reap consistent result on the collected data
and implicated procedure of analysis. Moreover, in quantitative research reliability is
essentially recommended to determine the stability in dataset which contains certain internal
consistency. Reliability is necessary in getting fair response from the targeted population
(Saunders et al., 2009). Moreover, Cronbach’s Alphas is considered as mostly used statistical
technique for reliability analysis (Saunders et al., 2009). According to Nunnally (1978) alpha
outcomes gives the outcomes that how much the data pertains internal consistency. Moreover,
he suggested the cutoff standards (weak, average, and strong) for alpha outcomes. He stated
that reliability below from <.70 show that data has weak reliability, more than >.70 and in
between .75 shows average, and greater than >.75 may considered as strong reliability but
should not be greater than >.89. This study has extracted reliability analysis for job insecurity
(marginalization, job loss, job changes, and organization survival), emotional intelligence
(interpersonal, intrapersonal, and general mood), interactional justice (informational,
interpersonal), and job performance (task performance, contextual performance, and adaptive
performance).
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4.1.1. Reliability Analysis for Job Insecurity
Following table shows the reliability statistics of Job Insecurity.
Table 4-1
Reliability Statistics for Job Insecurity
Cronbach’s Alpha
.73
.77
.81
.76

Variable Name
Marginalization Insecurity
Job loss Insecurity
Job Changes Insecurity
Organization Survival Insecurity

Nunnally (1978)
Table 4-1 shows the reliability statistics for Job insecurity. This study has included four
dimensions of job insecurity, which are, 1) Marginalization Insecurity, 2) Job loss Insecurity,
3) Job changes Insecurity, and 4) Organizational survival Insecurity. The reliability statistics
show that marginalization insecurity has alpha score of .73, job loss insecurity consist of .77,
job changes insecurity .81 and organization survival insecurity is of .76. Thus, all indicators of
job insecurity fulfill the suggested reliability criteria of Nunally (1978).
4.1.2 Reliability Analysis for Emotional Intelligence
Following table shows the reliability statistics of Emotional Intelligence.
Table 4-2
Reliability Statistics for Emotional Intelligence
Cronbach’s Alpha
.81
.75
.82
Nunnally (1978)

Variable Name
Interpersonal
Intrapersonal
General Mood

Table 4-2 confirms the reliability statistics for emotional intelligence. This construct
(emotional intelligence) has comprised with three dimensions, which are, 1) Interpersonal, 2)
Intrapersonal, and 3) General mood. The outcomes of reliability statistics show that
interpersonal has Cronbach’s score of .81, intrapersonal consist of .75, and general mood has
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alpha score of .82 .76. Meanwhile, the dimensions of emotional intelligence fulfill the
suggested reliability criteria of Nunally (1978).
4.1.3 Reliability Analysis for Interactional Justice
Following table shows the reliability statistics of Interactional Justice.
Table 4-3
Reliability Statistics for Interactional Justice
Cronbach’s Alpha
.80
.73
Nunnally (1978)

Variable Name
Informational Justice
Interpersonal Justice

Table 4-3 shows the reliability analysis for Interactional Justice. This study has incorporated
two indicators of interactional justice, which are, 1) Informational justice and 2) Interpersonal
Justice. The Cronbach’s outcomes revealed that informational justice has alpha score of .80
and on the other hand interpersonal justice contains .76 as its alpha score of reliability. Hence,
both indicators of informational justice and interpersonal justice covers the suggested reliability
criteria of Nunally (1978).
4.1.4 Reliability Analysis for Job Performance
Following table shows the reliability statistics of Job Performance.
Table 4-4
Reliability Statistics for Job Performance
Cronbach’s Alpha
.75
.73
.86
Nunnally (1978)

Variable Name
Task Performance
Contextual Performance
Adaptive Performance

Table 4-4 shows the reliability statistics for Job Performance. Job Performance includes three
dimensions named as, 1) Task performance, 2) Contextual performance, and 3) Adaptive
performance. The reliability score confirms that task performance has alpha score of .75,
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contextual performance comprised with .73 and adaptive performance is of .86. Thus, job
performance comprehensively established the recommended reliability criteria of Nunally
(1978).
4.2 Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics is used to analyze and represent the data that has been collected.
It includes frequency counts, ranges (high and low scores or values), means, modes, median
score, and standard deviations. Moreover, it should be performed for both demographic and
study variables. However, the choice of descriptive components depends on the one’s need in
the representation of data. This study has used only frequency counts for demographic variables
and mean & std. deviation analysis for study constructs
4.2.1 Demographic Variables and Frequency counts
This study comprised with four demographic variables: 1) Gender, 2) Experience, 3)
Age and 4) Job Title. Each demographic variable has been analyzed through frequency counts
in which percent, valid percent and cumulative percent are included.
4.2.1.1 Gender
Table 4-5
Gender

Cumulative
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

Male

373

77.7

77.7

77.7

Female

107

22.3

22.3

100.0

Total

480

100.0

100.0

73

Figure 4-1

Table 4-5 and Figure 4-1 illustrates the frequency and percentage of “Gender” involved in this
study. It has been observed that from target population (faculty members of privately-owned
degree awarding institutes of Sindh) comprised with both male and female respondents. It is
seen that male population in the study has greater number than female population. Gender
contains 375 male and 107 female faculty members among privately owned degree awarding
institutes of Sindh. In terms of percent 77.71% of respondents are male and 22.29% are female.
Moreover, valid and percent are being reconciled. Hence, it is concluded from the above table
and figure that there is majority of male respondents compared to female.
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4.2.1.2 Experience
Table 4-6
Experience
Cumulative
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

1-2 years

63

13.1

13.1

13.1

2-3 years

119

24.8

24.8

37.9

3-4 years

222

46.3

46.3

84.2

76

15.8

15.8

100.0

480

100.0

100.0

Above 5 years
Total

Figure 4-2

Table 4-6 and Figure 4-2 demonstrates the frequency and percentage of “experience” of
respondents while performing their job as faculty member. The experience is classified as
individuals who fall in the experience range from 1 to 2 years, 2 to 3 years, 3 to 4 years, and
above from 5 years. Thus, it is determined that from target population (faculty members of
privately-owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh) mostly respondents (faculty members)
fall under the job experience of 3 to 4 years. The frequency and percentage revealed 222 and
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46.3% respectively. Moreover, other job experience classifications illustrate that respondents
fall under 1 to 2 years are 63 in terms of frequency and 13.1% in terms of percent. Respondents
fall under the experience of 2 to 3 years are 119 and 24.8% respectively. A minimum number
of respondents are being observed in the job experience above from 5 years, the frequency is
76 and 15.8% percentage. Moreover, valid and percent are being reconciled. Thus, it is
concluded from the above table and figure that there is majority of respondents fall under the
job experience of 3 to 4 years.
4.2.1.3 Age
Table 4-7
Age
Cumulative
Frequency
below 25 years

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

99

20.6

20.6

20.6

25 years to 35 years

266

55.4

55.4

76.0

36 years to 45 years

94

19.6

19.6

95.6

46 years to 55 years

21

4.4

4.4

100.0

480

100.0

100.0

Total

Figure 4-3
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Table 4-7 and Figure 4-3 elucidates the frequency and percentage of “Age” of respondents
involved in this study. It has been observed that from target population (faculty members of
privately-owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh) comprised with several age groups of
respondents. The age group is classified as below 25 years, 25 years to 35 years, 36 years to 45
years, and 46 years to 55 years. It is seen that in targeted population mostly age group fall under
25 years to 35 years. The frequency and percent show 266 and 55.4% respectively. Age group
of 46 years to 55 years contains minimum response with a frequency of 21 and percent of 4.4%.
Moreover, other age groups like below 25 years and 36 years to 45 years includes 99 and 94
respondents, in terms of percent 20.6% and 19.6% respectively. The valid and percent are being
reconciled. Hence, it is concluded from the above table and figure that there is majority age
group of respondents belong to the age group of 25 years to 35 years.

4.2.1.4 Job Title
Table 4-8
job Title
Cumulative
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Percent

Lecturer

259

54.0

54.0

54.0

Assistant Professor

106

22.1

22.1

76.0

Associate Professor

94

19.6

19.6

95.6

Professor

21

4.4

4.4

100.0

480

100.0

100.0

Total

77

Figure 4-4

Table 4-8 and Figure 4-4 illustrates the frequency and percentage of “Job Title”. Job title refers
to the designation of an individual at his/her workplace or institute. This demographic variable
included four different job titles: 1) Lecturer, 2) Assistant Professor, 3) Associate Professor,
and 4) Professor. It is seen in the target population (faculty members of privately-owned degree
awarding institutes of Sindh) that mostly respondents are being designated as “Lecturer”
among private higher education institutes. The frequency and percent pertaining the
designation of Lecturer is revealed as 259 and 54% respectively. Other job tiles like assistant
professors, associate professors and professors contains 106, 94, 21 in terms of frequency and
percentage shows 22%, 19.6% and 4.4% respectively. Moreover, valid and percent are being
reconciled. Therefore, it is concluded from the above table and figure that there is majority of
respondents are those having the job title of “Lecturer”.
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4.2.2 Descriptive Statistics for Study Variables
This study has included four study variables: 1) Job insecurity, 2) Emotional
Intelligence, 3) Interactional Justice, and 4) Job Performance. Job insecurity is taken as
independent variable, emotional intelligence as mediating variable, interactional justice
moderating variable, and job performance as outcome or dependent variable. The descriptive
statistics have been analyzed for these variables. Thus, mean and std. deviation has been
determined of the above stated variables.
Table 4-9
Descriptive Statistics
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Job Insecurity

480

3.6753

.48510

Emotional Intelligence

480

3.9222

.72150

Interactional Justice

480

3.8235

.57380

Job Performance

480

3.6984

.71300

Figure 4-5
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Table 4-9 and Figure 4-5 stated the descriptive statistics (Mean and Std. Deviation) of study
constructs (Job insecurity, emotional intelligence, interactional justice, and job performance).
Job Insecurity revealed a mean value of 3.67 and its std. deviation is 0.48. Moreover, the mean
value and std. deviation of emotional intelligence considered as 3.92 and 0.72 respectively.
Interactional justice has a mean value of 3.82 and its std. deviation of 0.57. Job performance
shows a mean of 3.69 and std. deviation of .71. Thus, it is seen that the values of mean and std.
deviation of study constructs are appropriate.
4.3 Structural Equation Modelling (SEM)
SEM is considered as multitude statistical power which includes to determine the
reflection between latent constructs and observed variables and in exploring inter construct
relationships (Byrn, 2010). According to Byrn (2010) latest construct can be stated as
unobserved variable and observed variable as indicator or dimension. Moreover, it is crucial to
determine the structural relationship among the variables (Byrn, 2010). Byrn (2010) stated that
measurement model and structural model comprised as most significant part of the SEM
statistical process and Eboli et al. (2012) stated that SEM is a blend of these both parts
(measurement and structural part). This study contains both parts of SEM. In terms of
measurement model, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) has been analyzed and to determine
the interconstruct relationships, the structural part of SEM is being analyzed which have
confirmed the study hypotheses.
4.4 Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)
As it is mentioned above that CFA is considered as measurement part of SEM. In order
to establish CFA model, individual CFA approach has been used following the SEM concepts
of (Byrn, 2010). This CFA approach has been selected as it is more reliable to give restricted
degree of freedom and get confirmed the properties of measured items associated with
construct. Moreover, it contains conceptual and modified part of individual CFA models.
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However, model modification is necessary to improve the goodness of fit of the model and to
extract strong conceptual support of the model (Byrn, 2010). Therefore, this study analyzed
both conceptual and modified individual CFA models for Job insecurity (its dimensions Job
changes insecurity, Job loss insecurity, Marginalization insecurity, organizational survival
insecurity), emotional Intelligence (its dimensions interpersonal, intrapersonal, general mood),
interactional justice (its dimensions informational and interpersonal), and Job performance (its
dimensions task performance, contextual performance, adaptive performance).
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4.4.1 Conceptual Individual CFA Modelling for Job Insecurity
Figure 4-6
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Conceptual Individual CFA Modelling for Job Insecurity
Table 4-10
Job Changes Insecurity
Measured Items
Indicator
JCI1 JCI

CR= .883, AVE=.523, MSV=.360, ASV=.220
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

.87

***

JCI2 JCI

.76

***

JCI3 JCI

.75

***

JCI4 JCI

.85

***

JCI5 JCI

.81

***

Job Loss Insecurity
Items  Construct
JLI1 JLI

CR= .871, AVE=.503, MSV=.330, ASV=.230
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
P-Value
.85
***

JLI2 JLI

.75

***

JLI3 JLI

.78

***

JLI4 JLI

.79

***

JLI5 JLI

.83

***

Marginalization Insecurity
CR= .786, AVE=.412, MSV=.321, ASV=.212
Measured Items
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
P-Value
Indicator
MI1 MI
.81
***
MI2 MI

.83

***

MI3 MI

.82

***

MI4 MI

.21

.16

Organizational Survival Insecurity CR= .792, AVE=.408, MSV=.299, ASV=.223
Measured Items
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
P-Value
Indicator
OSI1 OSI
.77
***
OSI2 OSI
.85
***
OSI3 OSI

.79

***

OSI4 OSI

.78

***

OSI5 OSI

.32
Main Variable Job Insecurity (Model Fit Indices)

.29

CMIN/DF= 2.98, PVALUE=.061, GFI=.899, AGFI=.888, TLI= .889, CFI= .892,
PCFI= .813 RMSEA=.051, PCLOSE=.048
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Figure 4-6 and 4-10 illustrate individual conceptual CFA modelling for job insecurity. Job
insecurity contains four dimensions/indicators 1) job changes insecurity, 2) job loss insecurity,
3) marginalization insecurity, and 4) organizational survival insecurity. Moreover, these
dimensions are in latent constructs with their measured/observed items. The measurement part
of individual CFA modelling shows that each latent construct like job changes insecurity has
five measured items, job loss insecurity has also five observed items, marginalization insecurity
is measured through four items, and organizational survival insecurity has five measured items.
Figure 4-6 shows item loading for each mentioned construct. Moreover, table 4-10 represents
same item loading as standardized regression weight along with p-value. This study has chosen
CB-SEM; thus, individual CFA modelling is performed by connecting each construct with
double headed arrow which determines the covariance among latent construct. According to
the suggested covariance criteria of Fornell Larcker (1981), when latent constructs are the
dimensions of main variable and if their covariance is >.50 but should not be >.85, it reveals
that each construct has a certain belongingness with each other and cumulatively they confirm
that each construct belongs to the main variable and works as its dimension. The above given
figure and table shows the item loading for job changes insecurity as .87 for JCI1, .76 JCI2,
.75 JCI3, .85 JCI4, and .81 JCI5. Moreover, factor loading for job loss insecurity contains five
measured items JLI1, JLI2, JLI3, JLI4, and JLI5 their item loading was .85, .75, .78, .79, and
.83 respectively. Marginalization insecurity comprised with four measured items MI1, MI2,
MI3, MI4, MI4 and their loadings were .81, .83, .82 and .21. Last dimension under job
insecurity was organizational survival insecurity which is measured through five items and
their loading are OSI1 .77, OSI2 .85, OSI3 .79, OSI4 .78, and OSI5 .32. Moreover, suggested
criteria of Fornell Larcker (1981) are being followed to establish convergent and discriminant
validity. Convergent validity has two measures composite reliability (CR) and average variance
extracted (AVE). Moreover, discriminant validity has also two measures maximum shared
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value (MSV) and average shared value (ASV). Job changes insecurity contains (CR=.88,
AVE=.52, MSV=.36, ASV=22), job loss insecurity shows (CR=.87, AVE=.50, MSV=.33,
ASV=.23), marginalization insecurity includes (CR=.78, AVE=.41, MSV=.29, ASV=.21), and
organizational survival insecurity shows (CR=.79, AVE=.50, MSV=.29, ASV=.22). Hence,
convergent and discriminant validities were established for all latent constructs. Last but not
least, goodness of fit of the model is observed through fit indices where CMIN/DF has 2.98
(should not be >.3), GFI (.89), AGFI (.88), TLI (.88), CFI (.89), PCFI (.81), RMSEA .05, and
PLCOSE (.04).
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4.4.2 Modified Individual CFA Modelling for Job Insecurity
Figure 4-7
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Modified Individual CFA Modelling for Job Insecurity
Table 4-11
Job Changes Insecurity
Measured Items
Indicator

CR= .883, AVE=.523, MSV=.360, ASV=.220
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value
JCI1 JCI
.87
***
JCI2 JCI
.76
***
JCI3 JCI
.75
***
JCI4 JCI
.85
***
JCI5 JCI
.81
***
Job Loss Insecurity
CR= .871, AVE=.503, MSV=.330, ASV=.230
Items  Construct
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
P-Value
JLI1 JLI
.85
***
JLI2 JLI
.75
***
JLI3 JLI
.78
***
JLI4 JLI
.79
***
JLI5 JLI
.83
***
Marginalization Insecurity
CR= .860, AVE=.672, MSV=.320, ASV=.221
Measured Items
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
P-Value
Indicator
MI1 MI
.81
***
MI2 MI
.83
***
MI3 MI
.82
***
Organizational Survival Insecurity CR= .875, AVE=.519, MSV=.298, ASV=.222
Measured Items
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
P-Value
Indicator
OSI1 OSI
OSI2 OSI
OSI3 OSI
OSI4 OSI

.77
***
.85
***
.79
***
.78
***
Main Variable Job Insecurity (Model Fit Indices)
CMIN/DF= 2.90, PVALUE=.000, GFI=.901, AGFI=.903, TLI= .910, CFI= .912,
PCFI= .913 RMSEA=.044, PCLOSE=.061

Figure 4-7 and 4-11 illustrate individual modified CFA modelling for job insecurity. The
modified CFA model is necessary to improve the goodness of fit of the model. Job insecurity
contains four dimensions/indicators 1) job changes insecurity, 2) job loss insecurity, 3)
marginalization insecurity, and 4) organizational survival insecurity. Moreover, these
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dimensions are in latent constructs with their measured/observed items. The measurement part
of individual CFA modelling shows that each latent construct like job changes insecurity after
modification has five measured items, job loss insecurity after modification has also same five
observed items. Moreover, one item from marginalization insecurity has been removed due to
low item loading and this latent construct has three measured items. After model modification
one item has been removed from organizational survival insecurity, now OSI has four
measured items. Figure 4-7 shows item loading for each mentioned construct. Moreover, table
4-11 represents same item loading as standardized regression weight along with p-value.
According to the suggested covariance criteria of Fornelli Larcker (1981), when latent
constructs are the dimensions of main variable and if their covariance is >.50 but should not be
>.85, it reveals that each construct has a certain belongingness with each other and
cumulatively they confirm that each construct belongs to the main variable and works as its
dimension. The above given figure and table shows the item loading for job changes insecurity
as .87 for JCI1, .76 JCI2, .75 JCI3, .85 JCI4, and .81 JCI5. Moreover, factor loading for job
loss insecurity contains five measured items JLI1, JLI2, JLI3, JLI4, and JLI5 their item loading
was .85, .75, .78, .79, and .83 respectively. Marginalization insecurity comprised with four
measured items MI1, MI2, MI3, MI4 and their loadings were .81, .83, and .82. Last dimension
under job insecurity was organizational survival insecurity which is measured through four
items and their loading are OSI1 .77, OSI2 .85, OSI3 .79, and OSI4 .78. Moreover, suggested
criteria of Fornell Larcker (1981) are being followed to establish convergent and discriminant
validity. Convergent validity has two measures composite reliability (CR) and average variance
extracted (AVE). Moreover, discriminant validity has also two measures maximum shared
value (MSV) and average shared value (ASV). Job changes insecurity contains (CR=.88,
AVE=.52, MSV=.36, ASV=22), job loss insecurity shows (CR=.87, AVE=.50, MSV=.33,
ASV=.23), marginalization insecurity includes (CR=.86, AVE=.67, MSV=.32, ASV=.21), and
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organizational survival insecurity shows (CR=.87, AVE=.51, MSV=.29, ASV=.22). Hence,
convergent and discriminant validities were established for all latent constructs. After model
modification goodness of fit of the model has been improved and it is observed through fit
indices where CMIN/DF has 2.98 (should not be >.3), GFI (.90), AGFI (.90), TLI (.91), CFI
(.91), PCFI (.91), RMSEA .04, and PLCOSE (.06).
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4.4.3 Conceptual Individual CFA Modelling for Emotional Intelligence
Figure 4-8
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Conceptual Individual CFA Modelling for Emotional Intelligence
Table 4-12
Intrapersonal
Measured Items
Indicator

CR= .826, AVE=.512, MSV=.365, ASV=.243
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value
.82
***
.76
***
.84
***
.74
***
.24
.012
CR= .870, AVE=.481, MSV=.350, ASV=.231
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
P-Value
.83
***
.77
***
.81
***
.69
***
.84
***
.76
***
.29
.010
.27
.230
CR= .874, AVE=.582, MSV=.354, ASV=.228

INTRA1 INTRA
INTRA2 INTRA
INTRA3 INTRA
INTRA4 INTRA
INTRA5 INTRA
Interpersonal
Items  Construct
INTER1 INTER
INTER2 INTER
INTER3 INTER
INTER4 INTER
INTER5 INTER
INTER6 INTER
INTER7 INTER
INTER8 INTER
General Mood
Measured Items
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
P-Value
Indicator
GM1 GM
.76
***
GM2 GM
.78
***
GM3 GM
.82
***
GM4 GM
.68
***
GM5 GM
.77
***
Main Variable Emotional Intelligence (Model Fit Indices)
CMIN/DF= 3.18, PVALUE=.059, GFI=.806, AGFI=.843, TLI= .898, CFI= .844,
PCFI= .843 RMSEA=.058, PCLOSE=.044

Figure 4-8 and 4-12 validate individual conceptual CFA modelling for emotional intelligence.
This construct is considered as mediating variable in the study model. Emotional Intelligence
includes three dimensions/indicators 1) Intrapersonal, 2) Interpersonal, and 3) General Mood.
Moreover, these dimensions are in latent constructs with their measured/observed items. The
measurement part of individual CFA modelling shows that each latent construct like
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Intrapersonal has five measured items, Interpersonal contains eight observed items, and general
mood is measured through five items. Figure 4-8 shows item loading for each mentioned
construct. Moreover, table 4-12 represents same item loading as standardized regression weight
along with p-value. This study has chosen CB-SEM; thus, individual CFA modelling is
performed by connecting each construct with double headed arrow which determines the
covariance among latent construct. According to the suggested covariance criteria of Fornell
Larcker (1981), when latent constructs are the dimensions of main variable and if their
covariance is >.50 but should not be >.85, it reveals that each construct has a certain
belongingness with each other and cumulatively they confirm that each construct belongs to
the main variable and works as its dimension. The above given figure and table shows the item
loading for intrapersonal as INTRA1 .82, .76 INTRA2, .84 INTRA3, .74 INTRA4, and .24
INTRA5. Moreover, factor loading for Interpersonal contains eight measured items INTER1,
INTER2, INTER3, INTER4, INTER5, INTER6, INTER7, and INTER8 their item loading was
.83, .77, .81, .69, .84, .76, .29, and .27 respectively. General mood comprised with five
measured items GM1, GM2, GM3, GM4, GM5 and their loadings were .76, .78, .82, .68 and
.77. Moreover, suggested criteria of Fornell Larcker (1981) are being followed to establish
convergent and discriminant validity. Convergent validity has two measures composite
reliability (CR) and average variance extracted (AVE). Moreover, discriminant validity has
also two measures maximum shared value (MSV) and average shared value (ASV).
Intrapersonal contains (CR=.82, AVE=.51, MSV=.36, ASV=.24), Interpersonal shows
(CR=.87, AVE=.48, MSV=.35, ASV=.23), and General mood contains (CR=.87, AVE=.58,
MSV=.35, ASV=.22). Hence, convergent and discriminant validities were established for all
latent constructs. Furthermore, goodness of fit of the model is observed through fit indices
where CMIN/DF has 3.18 (should not be >.3), GFI (.80), AGFI (.84), TLI (.89), CFI (.84),
PCFI (.84), RMSEA .05, and PLCOSE (.04).
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4.4 Modified Individual CFA Modelling for Emotional Intelligence
Figure 4-9
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Modified Individual CFA Modelling for Emotional Intelligence
Table 4-13
Intrapersonal
Measured Items
Indicator
INTRA1 INTRA
INTRA2 INTRA
INTRA3 INTRA
INTRA4 INTRA
Interpersonal
Items  Construct
INTER1 INTER
INTER2 INTER
INTER3 INTER
INTER4 INTER
INTER5 INTER
INTER6 INTER
General Mood
Measured Items
Indicator

CR= .870, AVE=.625, MSV=.366, ASV=.244
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

.82
***
.76
***
.84
***
.74
***
CR= .906, AVE=.616, MSV=.355, ASV=.241
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
P-Value
.83
***
.77
***
.81
***
.69
***
.84
***
.76
***
CR= .874, AVE=.582, MSV=.354, ASV=.228
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

GM1 GM
GM2 GM
GM3 GM
GM4 GM
GM5 GM

.76
***
.78
***
.82
***
.68
***
.77
***
Main Variable Emotional Intelligence (Model Fit Indices)
CMIN/DF= 2.91, PVALUE=.000, GFI=.907, AGFI=.909, TLI= .913, CFI= .912,
PCFI= .908 RMSEA=.041, PCLOSE=.059

Figure 4-9 and 4-13 identifies individual modified CFA modelling for emotional intelligence.
It has been observed that after some model modification the goodness of fit of the model is
being improved. Moreover, Emotional Intelligence contains same three dimensions/indicators
1) Intrapersonal, 2) Interpersonal, and 3) General Mood. After model modifications
measurement part of individual CFA modelling revealed that latent construct like Intrapersonal
has now four measured items, Interpersonal contains six observed items, and general mood is
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measured through same five items as previously. Figure 4-9 shows item loading for each
mentioned construct. Moreover, table 4-13 represents same item loading as standardized
regression weight along with p-value. This study has chosen CB-SEM; thus, individual CFA
modelling is performed by connecting each construct with double headed arrow which
determines the covariance among latent construct. According to the suggested covariance
criteria of Fornell Larcker (1981), when latent constructs are the dimensions of main variable
and if their covariance is >.50 but should not be >.85, it reveals that each construct has a certain
belongingness with each other and cumulatively they confirm that each construct belongs to
the main variable and works as its dimension. The above given figure and table shows the item
loading for intrapersonal as INTRA1 .82, .76 INTRA2, .84 INTRA3, and .74. Moreover, factor
loading for Interpersonal now contains six measured items INTER1, INTER2, INTER3,
INTER4, INTER5, and INTER6 their item loading was .83, .77, .81, .69, .84, and
.76respectively. General mood comprised with five measured items GM1, GM2, GM3, GM4,
GM5 and their loadings were .76, .78, .82, .68 and .77. Moreover, suggested criteria of Fornell
Larcker (1981) are being followed to establish convergent and discriminant validity.
Convergent validity has two measures composite reliability (CR) and average variance
extracted (AVE). Moreover, discriminant validity has also two measures maximum shared
value (MSV) and average shared value (ASV). Intrapersonal, after model modifications
contains (CR=.87, AVE=.62, MSV=.36, ASV=.24), Interpersonal shows (CR=.90, AVE=.61,
MSV=.35, ASV=.24), and General mood contains (CR=.87, AVE=.58, MSV=.35, ASV=.22).
Hence, convergent and discriminant validities were established for all latent constructs.
Furthermore, goodness of fit of the model has been improved after necessary modification,
now the fit indices revealed as CMIN/DF has 2.91 (should not be >.3), GFI (.90), AGFI (.90),
TLI (.91), CFI (.91), PCFI (.90), RMSEA .04, and PLCOSE (.05).
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4.4.5 Conceptual Individual CFA Modelling for Interactional Justice
Figure 4-10
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Conceptual Individual CFA Modelling for Interactional Justice
Table 4-14
Interpersonal
ASV=.202
Measured Items
Indicator

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

IntraJ1 IntraJ

.79

***

IntraJ2 IntraJ

.84

***

IntraJ3 IntraJ

.71

***

IntraJ4 IntraJ

.76

***

IntraJ5 IntraJ

.21

Informational
ASV=.204
Items  Construct

CR= .812, AVE=.491, MSV=.344,

P-Value

.011
CR= .844, AVE=.575, MSV=.341,

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

InfJ1 InfJ

.82

***

InfJ2 InfJ

.77

***

InfJ3 InfJ

.75

***

InfJ4 InfJ

.69
Main Variable Interactional Justice (Model Fit Indices)

***

CMIN/DF= 3.02, PVALUE=.055, GFI=.893, AGFI=.814, TLI= .902, CFI= .905,
PCFI= .811 RMSEA=.053, PCLOSE=.042

Figure 4-10 and 4-14 shows individual conceptual CFA modelling for Interactional Justice.
This construct is considered as moderating variable in the study model. Interactional justice is
measured through two dimensions/indicators 1) Interpersonal justice, and 2) Informational
justice. Moreover, these dimensions are in latent constructs with their measured/observed
items. The measurement part of individual CFA modelling shows that each latent construct like
Interpersonal justice has five measured items and Informational justice covers four observed
items. Figure 4-10 shows item loading for each mentioned construct. Moreover, table 4-14
represents same item loading as standardized regression weight along with p-value. According
to the suggested covariance criteria of Fornell Larcker (1981), when latent constructs are the
dimensions of main variable and if their covariance is >.50 but should not be >.85, it reveals
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that each construct has a certain belongingness with each other and cumulatively they confirm
that each construct belongs to the main variable and works as its dimension. The above given
figure and table shows the item loading for intrapersonal as IntraJ1 .79, .84 IntraJ2, .71 IntraJ3,
.76 IntraJ4, and .21 IntraJ5. Moreover, factor loading for informational justice contains four
measured items InfJ1, InfJ2, InfJ3, and InfJ4 their item loading was .82, .77, .75, and .69.
Moreover, suggested criteria of Fornell Larcker (1981) are being followed to establish
convergent and discriminant validity. Convergent validity has two measures composite
reliability (CR) and average variance extracted (AVE). Moreover, discriminant validity has
also two measures maximum shared value (MSV) and average shared value (ASV).
Intrapersonal justice contains (CR=.81, AVE=.49, MSV=.34, ASV=.20) and Informational
justice shows (CR=.84, AVE=.57, MSV=.34, ASV=.20). Hence, convergent and discriminant
validities were established for all latent constructs. Furthermore, goodness of fit of the model
is observed through fit indices where CMIN/DF has 3.02 (should not be >.3), GFI (.89), AGFI
(.81), TLI (.90), CFI (.90), PCFI (.81), RMSEA .05, and PLCOSE (.04).
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4.4.6 Modified Individual CFA Modelling for Interactional Justice
Figure 4-11
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Modified Individual CFA Modelling for Interactional Justice
Table 4-15
Interpersonal
Measured Items
Indicator

CR= .858, AVE=.602, MSV=.354, ASV=.232
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

IntraJ1 IntraJ
IntraJ2 IntraJ
IntraJ3 IntraJ
IntraJ4 IntraJ

.79
***
.84
***
.71
***
.76
***
Informational
CR= .844, AVE=.575, MSV=.341, ASV=.204
Items  Construct
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
P-Value
InfJ1 InfJ
.82
***
InfJ2 InfJ
.77
***
InfJ3 InfJ
.75
***
InfJ4 InfJ
.69
***
Main Variable Interactional Justice (Model Fit Indices)
CMIN/DF= 2.32, PVALUE=.000, GFI=.913, AGFI=.914, TLI= .903, CFI= .906,
PCFI= .911 RMSEA=.042, PCLOSE=.062

Figure 4-11 and 4-15 shows individual modified CFA modelling for Interactional Justice.
Interactional justice is measured through two dimensions/indicators 1) Interpersonal justice,
and 2) Informational justice. Moreover, these dimensions are in latent constructs with their
measured/observed items. After modification of conceptual CFA model, the measurement part
of individual CFA modelling shows that each latent construct like Interpersonal justice has four
measured items one items has been removed due to low item loading and Informational justice
includes four observed items. Figure 4-11 shows item loading for each mentioned construct.
Moreover, table 4-15 represents same item loading as standardized regression weight along
with p-value. According to the suggested covariance criteria of Fornell Larcker (1981), when
latent constructs are the dimensions of main variable and if their covariance is >.50 but should
not be >.85, it reveals that each construct has a certain belongingness with each other and
cumulatively they confirm that each construct belongs to the main variable and works as its
dimension. The above given figure and table shows the item loading for intrapersonal as IntraJ1
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.79, .84 IntraJ2, .71 IntraJ3, and .76. IntraJ4. Moreover, factor loading for informational justice
contains four measured items InfJ1, InfJ2, InfJ3, and InfJ4 their item loading was .82, .77, .75,
and .69. Moreover, suggested criteria of Fornell Larcker (1981) are being followed to establish
convergent and discriminant validity. Convergent validity has two measures composite
reliability (CR) and average variance extracted (AVE). Moreover, discriminant validity has
also two measures maximum shared value (MSV) and average shared value (ASV).
Intrapersonal justice contains (CR=.85, AVE=.60, MSV=.35, ASV=.23) and Informational
justice shows (CR=.84, AVE=.57, MSV=.34, ASV=.20). Hence, convergent and discriminant
validities were established for all latent constructs. Furthermore, goodness of fit of the model
is observed through fit indices where CMIN/DF has been improved by 2.32 (should not be
>.3), GFI (.91), AGFI (.91), TLI (.90), CFI (.90), PCFI (.91), RMSEA .04, and PLCOSE (.06).
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4.4.7 Conceptual Individual CFA Modelling for Job Performance
Figure 4-12
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Conceptual Individual CFA Modelling for Job Performance
Table 4-16
Task Performance
CR= .892, AVE=.623, MSV=.355, SV=.232
Measured Items
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
Indicator
P-Value
TP1 TP
.81
***
TP2 TP
.84
***
TP3 TP
.82
***
TP4 TP
.71
***
TP5 TP
.76
***
Contextual Performance
CR= .880, AVE=.507, MSV=.344, ASV=.221
Items  Construct
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
P-Value
CP1 CP
.78
***
CP2 CP
.82
***
CP3 CP
.83
***
CP4 CP
.81
***
CP5 CP
.77
***
CP6 CP
.83
***
CP7 CP
.33
.10
CP8 CP
.21
.33
Adaptive Performance
CR= .869, AVE=.569, MSV=.343, ASV=.218
Measured Items
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
P-Value
Indicator
AP1 AP
.81
***
AP2 AP
.77
***
AP3 AP
.76
***
AP4 AP
.72
***
AP5 AP
.71
***
Main Variable Job Performance (Model Fit Indices)
CMIN/DF= 2.99, PVALUE=.058, GFI=.804, AGFI=.834, TLI= .889, CFI= .814,
PCFI= .813 RMSEA=.051, PCLOSE=.047

Figure 4-12 and 4-16 validate individual conceptual CFA modelling for Job performance. This
construct is considered as outcome variable in the study model. Job performance includes three
dimensions/indicators 1) Task performance, 2) Contextual performance, and 3) Adaptive
performance. Moreover, these dimensions are in latent constructs with their measured/observed
items. The measurement part of individual CFA modelling shows that each latent construct like
task performance has five measured items, contextual performance contains eight observed
items, and adaptive performance is measured through five items. Figure 4-12 shows item
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loading for each mentioned construct. Moreover, table 4-16 represents same item loading as
standardized regression weight along with p-value. This study has chosen CB-SEM; thus,
individual CFA modelling is performed by connecting each construct with double headed
arrow which determines the covariance among latent construct. According to the suggested
covariance criteria of Fornell Larcker (1981), when latent constructs are the dimensions of
main variable and if their covariance is >.50 but should not be >.85, it reveals that each
construct has a certain belongingness with each other and cumulatively they confirm that each
construct belongs to the main variable and works as its dimension. The above given figure and
table shows the item loading for task performance as TP1 .81, .84 TP2, .82 TP3, .71 TP4, and
.76 TP5. Moreover, factor loading for contextual performance contains eight measured items
CP1, CP2, CP3, CP4, CP5, CP6, CP7, and CP8 their item loading was .78, .82, .83, .81, .77,
.83, .33, and .21 respectively. Adaptive performance comprised with five measured items AP1,
AP2, AP3, AP4, AP5 and their loadings were .81, .77, .76, .72 and .71. Moreover, suggested
criteria of Fornell Larcker (1981) are being followed to establish convergent and discriminant
validity. Convergent validity has two measures composite reliability (CR) and average variance
extracted (AVE). Moreover, discriminant validity has also two measures maximum shared
value (MSV) and average shared value (ASV). Task performance contains (CR=.89, AVE=.62,
MSV=.35, ASV=.23), Contextual performance (CR=.88, AVE=.50, MSV=.34, ASV=.22), and
adaptive performance contains (CR=.86, AVE=.56, MSV=.34, ASV=.21). Hence, convergent
and discriminant validities were established for all latent constructs. Furthermore, goodness of
fit of the model is observed through fit indices where CMIN/DF has 3.99 (should not be >.3),
GFI (.80), AGFI (.83), TLI (.88), CFI (.81), PCFI (.81), RMSEA .05, and PLCOSE (.04).
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4.4.8 Modified Individual CFA Modelling for Job Performance
Figure 4-13
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Modified Individual CFA Modelling for Job Performance
Table 4-17
Task Performance
Measured Items
Indicator
TP1 TP

CR= .892, AVE=.623, MSV=.355, ASV=.232
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

TP2 TP
TP3 TP

.81
.84
.82

***
***
***

TP4 TP

.71

***

TP5 TP

.76

***

Contextual Performance
Items  Construct

CR= .918, AVE=.651, MSV=.351, ASV=.244

CP1 CP
CP2 CP

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
.78
.82

P-Value
***
***

CP3 CP

.83

***

CP4 CP

.81

***

CP5 CP

.77

***

CP6 CP

.83

***

CP7 CP

.55

***

Adaptive Performance

CR= .869, AVE=.569, MSV=.343, SV=.218

Measured Items
Indicator

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

AP1 AP

.81

***

AP2 AP

.77

***

AP3 AP

.76

***

AP4 AP
AP5 AP

.72
.71
Main Variable Job Performance (Model Fit Indices)

***
***

CMIN/DF= 2.96, PVALUE=.000, GFI=.903, AGFI=.904, TLI= .912, CFI= .905,
PCFI= .911 RMSEA=.039, PCLOSE=.062
Figure 4-13 and 4-17 revealed individual modified CFA modelling for Job performance. Job
performance includes three dimensions/indicators 1) Task performance, 2) Contextual
performance, and 3) Adaptive performance. Moreover, these dimensions are in latent
constructs with their measured/observed items. The measurement part of individual CFA
modelling shows that each latent construct like task performance has five measured items,
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contextual performance contains seven (one item is being removed due to low item loading)
observed items, and adaptive performance is measured through five items. Figure 4-13 shows
item loading for each mentioned construct. Moreover, table 4-17 represents same item loading
as standardized regression weight along with p-value. The above given figure and table shows
the item loading for task performance as TP1 .81, .84 TP2, .82 TP3, .71 TP4, and .76 TP5.
Moreover, factor loading for contextual performance contains eight measured items CP1, CP2,
CP3, CP4, CP5, CP6, and CP7 their item loading was .78, .82, .83, .81, .77, .83, and .55
respectively. Adaptive performance comprised with five measured items AP1, AP2, AP3, AP4,
AP5 and their loadings were .81, .77, .76, .72 and .71. Moreover, suggested criteria of Fornell
Larcker (1981) are being followed to establish convergent and discriminant validity.
Convergent validity has two measures composite reliability (CR) and average variance
extracted (AVE). Moreover, discriminant validity has also two measures maximum shared
value (MSV) and average shared value (ASV). Task performance contains (CR=.89, AVE=.62,
MSV=.35, ASV=.23), Contextual performance (CR=.91, AVE=.65, MSV=.35, ASV=.24), and
adaptive performance contains (CR=.86, AVE=.56, MSV=.34, ASV=.21). Hence, convergent
and discriminant validities were established for all latent constructs. Furthermore, goodness of
fit of the model has been improved after model modification and it is observed through fit
indices where CMIN/DF has 2.96 (should not be >.3), GFI (.90), AGFI (.90), TLI (.91), CFI
(.90), PCFI (.91), RMSEA .03, and PLCOSE (.06).
4.5 Hypotheses Testing
Previously, this study has performed measurement part (CFA) of SEM, where each
study construct (Job Insecurity, Emotional Intelligence, Interactional Justice, and Job
Performance) has been analyzed through individual CFA approach and confirmed the specific
measured items for every individual factor/construct. Now moving towards the structural part
of SEM, this study will test the study hypotheses through 2nd order structural modelling. SEM
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is a multivariate processing tool, so, mediation and moderation analysis are done through SEM.
Moreover, this study has developed four hypotheses on the concept of reflective 2nd order
construct where main variable would be just supposed to be the part of interconstruct
relationship (Byrne, B. M. 2010). Thus, this study has used 2nd order structural modelling and
developed five hypotheses to test mediation and moderation. Barron & Kenney (1986)
hypotheses structure is being followed.
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4.5.1 2nd Order Structural Modelling (Testing Job Insecurity Job Performance)
Figure 4-14
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Table 4-18
Path Coefficient
Job Insecurity  Job Changes Insecurity
Job Insecurity  Job Loss Insecurity
Job Insecurity  Marginalization Insecurity
Job Insecurity  Organizational Survival Insecurity
Job Performance  Task Performance
Job Performance  Contextual Performance
Job Performance  Adaptive Performance
For Hypothesis 1 (H1)
Job Insecurity  Job Performance
Job Changes Insecurity
Measured Items
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
Indicator
JCI1 JCI
.87
JCI2 JCI
.76
JCI3 JCI
.75
JCI4 JCI
.85
JCI5 JCI
.81
Job Loss Insecurity
Items  Construct
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
JLI1 JLI
.85
JLI2 JLI
.75
JLI3 JLI
.78
JLI4 JLI
.79
JLI5 JLI
.83
Marginalization Insecurity
Measured Items
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
Indicator
MI1 MI
.81
MI2 MI
.83
MI3 MI
.82
Organizational Survival Insecurity
Measured Items
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
Indicator
OSI1 OSI
.77
OSI2 OSI
.85
OSI3 OSI
.79
OSI4 OSI
.78
Task Performance
Measured Items
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
Indicator
TP1 TP
.81
TP2 TP
.84
TP3 TP
.82
TP4 TP
.71
TP5 TP
.76
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.53, p<.05
.54, p<.05
.68, p<.05
.69, p<.05
.58, p<.05
.65, p<.05
.64, p<.05
-.61, p<.05

P-Value
***
***
***
***
***
P-Value
***
***
***
***
***
P-Value
***
***
***
P-Value
***
***
***
***

P-Value
***
***
***
***
***

Items  Construct
CP1 CP
CP2 CP
CP3 CP
CP4 CP
CP5 CP
CP6 CP
CP7 CP
Measured Items
Indicator
AP1 AP
AP2 AP
AP3 AP
AP4 AP
AP5 AP

Contextual Performance
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
.78
.82
.83
.81
.77
.83
.55
Adaptive Performance

P-Value
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

.81
***
.77
***
.76
***
.72
***
.71
***
Model Fit Indices
CMIN/DF= 2.89, PVALUE=.000, GFI=.909, AGFI=.906, TLI= .919, CFI= .909, PCFI=
.914 RMSEA=.041, PCLOSE=.064

Figure 4-14 and table 4-18 shows the outcomes of 2nd order structural modelling to test H1
(Job insecurity  Job performance). Job insecurity is seen here as independent variable (IV)
and job performance as outcome or dependent variable (DV). The IV contains four dimensions
named as 1) job changes insecurity (measured through five items), 2) job loss insecurity
(measured through five items), 3) marginalization insecurity (measured through three items),
and 4) organizational survival insecurity (measured through four items). On the other side, DV
contains three dimensions namely 1) task performance (measured through five items), 2)
contextual performance (measured through seven items), and 3) adaptive performance
(measure through five items). Moreover, the item loading for job changes insecurity as .87 for
JCI1, .76 JCI2, .75 JCI3, .85 JCI4, and .81 JCI5. Moreover, factor loading for job loss insecurity
contains five measured items JLI1, JLI2, JLI3, JLI4, and JLI5 their item loading was .85, .75,
.78, .79, and .83 respectively. Marginalization insecurity comprised with four measured items
MI1, MI2, MI3, MI4 and their loadings were .81, .83, and .82. Last dimension under job
insecurity was organizational survival insecurity which is measured through four items and
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their loading are OSI1 .77, OSI2 .85, OSI3 .79, and OSI4 .78. Furthermore, item loading for
task performance as TP1 .81, .84 TP2, .82 TP3, .71 TP4, and .76 TP5. Contextual performance
contains eight measured items CP1, CP2, CP3, CP4, CP5, CP6, and CP7 their item loading
was .78, .82, .83, .81, .77, .83, and .55 respectively. Adaptive performance comprised with five
measured items AP1, AP2, AP3, AP4, AP5 and their loadings were .81, .77, .76, .72 and .71.
Furthermore, the outcomes in terms of path coefficient shows that Job Insecurity  Job
Changes Insecurity with beta .53 and its significance level is p<.05. Job Insecurity  Job Loss
Insecurity has beta of .54 at p<.05. Job Insecurity  Marginalization Insecurity has beta value
of .68, at p<.05. Job Insecurity  Organizational Survival Insecurity contains .69, p<.05, Job
Performance  Task Performance .58, p<.05, Job Performance  Contextual Performance
.65, p<.05, and Job Performance  Adaptive Performance has a beta magnitude of .64, p<.05.
Furthermore, the path coefficient between Job insecurity (IV) and Job Performance (DV)
revealed a negative beta of -.61, which shows the negative effect of job insecurity on job
performance. Moreover, this relationship in found at .05 level of significance. Furthermore,
goodness of fit of the model has been observed through fit indices where CMIN/DF has 2.89
(should not be >.3), GFI (.90), AGFI (.90), TLI (.91), CFI (.90), PCFI (.91), RMSEA .04, and
PLCOSE (.06). Therefore, Hypothesis 1 (H1) has been retained in this study.
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Hypothesis 1 (H1): Job Insecurity has negative significant relationship with Job
Performance
4.5.2 2nd Order Structural Modelling (Testing Job Insecurity Emotional Intelligence)
Figure 4-15
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Table 4-19
Path Coefficient
Job Insecurity  Job Changes Insecurity
Job Insecurity  Job Loss Insecurity
Job Insecurity  Marginalization Insecurity
Job Insecurity  Organizational Survival Insecurity
Emotional Intelligence  Intrapersonal
Emotional Intelligence  Interpersonal
Emotional Intelligence  General Mood
For Hypothesis 2 (H2)
Job Insecurity  Emotional Intelligence
Job Changes Insecurity
Measured Items
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
Indicator
JCI1 JCI
.87
JCI2 JCI
.76
JCI3 JCI
.75
JCI4 JCI
.85
JCI5 JCI
.81
Job Loss Insecurity
Items  Construct
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
JLI1 JLI
.85
JLI2 JLI
.75
JLI3 JLI
.78
JLI4 JLI
.79
JLI5 JLI
.83
Marginalization Insecurity
Measured Items
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
Indicator
MI1 MI
.81
MI2 MI
.83
MI3 MI
.82
Organizational Survival Insecurity
Measured Items
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
Indicator
OSI1 OSI
.77
OSI2 OSI
.85
OSI3 OSI
.79
OSI4 OSI
.78
Intrapersonal
Measured Items
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
Indicator
INTRA1 INTRA
.82
INTRA2 INTRA
.76
INTRA3 INTRA
.84
INTRA4 INTRA
.74
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.54, p<.05
.56, p<.05
.67, p<.05
.71, p<.05
.72, p<.05
.76, p<.05
.67, p<.05
-.58, p<.05

P-Value
***
.08
***
***
.06
P-Value
.09
***
***
***
***
P-Value
***
***
***
P-Value
***
***
***
***

P-Value
***
.08
***
***

Items  Construct
INTER1 INTER
INTER2 INTER
INTER3 INTER
INTER4 INTER
INTER5 INTER
INTER6 INTER
Measured Items
Indicator
GM1 GM
GM2 GM
GM3 GM
GM4 GM
GM5 GM

Interpersonal
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
.83
.77
.81
.69
.84
.76
General Mood
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value
.09
***
***
***
***

P-Value

.76
***
.78
***
.82
***
.68
.08
.77
Model Fit Indices
CMIN/DF= 2.78, PVALUE=.000, GFI=.901, AGFI=.902, TLI= .913, CFI= .906, PCFI=
.902 RMSEA=.038, PCLOSE=.066

Figure 4-15 and table 4-19 shows the outcomes of 2nd order structural modelling to test H2
(Job insecurity  Emotional Intelligence). Job insecurity is seen here as independent
variable (IV) and Emotional intelligence as outcome or dependent variable (DV). The IV
contains four dimensions named as 1) job changes insecurity (measured through five items), 2)
job loss insecurity (measured through five items), 3) marginalization insecurity (measured
through three items), and 4) organizational survival insecurity (measured through four items).
On the other side, DV contains three dimensions namely 1) Intrapersonal (measured through
four items), 2) Interpersonal (measured through six items), and 3) General Mood (measure
through five items). Moreover, the item loading for job changes insecurity as .87 for JCI1, .76
JCI2, .75 JCI3, .85 JCI4, and .81 JCI5. Moreover, factor loading for job loss insecurity contains
five measured items JLI1, JLI2, JLI3, JLI4, and JLI5 their item loading was .85, .75, .78, .79,
and .83 respectively. Marginalization insecurity comprised with four measured items MI1,
MI2, MI3, MI4 and their loadings were .81, .83, and .82. Last dimension under job insecurity
was organizational survival insecurity which is measured through four items and their loading
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are OSI1 .77, OSI2 .85, OSI3 .79, and OSI4 .78. The above given figure and table shows the
item loading for intrapersonal as INTRA1 .82, .76 INTRA2, .84 INTRA3, and .74. Moreover,
factor loading for Interpersonal now contains six measured items INTER1, INTER2, INTER3,
INTER4, INTER5, and INTER6 their item loading was .83, .77, .81, .69, .84, and
.76respectively. General mood comprised with five measured items GM1, GM2, GM3, GM4,
GM5 and their loadings were .76, .78, .82, .68 and .77. Furthermore, the outcomes in terms of
path coefficient shows that Job Insecurity  Job Changes Insecurity with beta .53 and its
significance level is p<.05. Job Insecurity  Job Loss Insecurity has beta of .54 at p<.05. Job
Insecurity  Marginalization Insecurity has beta value of .68, at p<.05. Job Insecurity 
Organizational Survival Insecurity contains .69, p<.05. Moreover, path coefficient for
emotional intelligence revealed Emotional Intelligence  Intrapersonal with a beta magnitude
.72 at p<.05 level of significance, Emotional intelligence  Interpersonal has beta value of .76
at .05 level of significance, and Emotional Intelligence .67, p<.05. Furthermore, the path
coefficient between Job insecurity (IV) and Emotional Intelligence (DV) revealed a negative
beta of -.58, which shows the negative effect of job insecurity on emotional intelligence.
Moreover, this relationship in found at .05 level of significance. Furthermore, goodness of fit
of the model has been observed through fit indices where CMIN/DF has 2.78 (should not be
>.3), GFI (.90), AGFI (.90), TLI (.91), CFI (.90), PCFI (.90), RMSEA .03, and PLCOSE (.06).
Therefore, Hypothesis 2 (H2) has been retained in this study.
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Hypothesis 2 (H2): Job Insecurity has negative significant relationship with Emotional
Intelligence.
4.5.3 2nd Order Structural Modelling (Testing Emotional Intelligence Job
Performance)
Figure 4-16
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Table 4-20
Path Coefficient
Job Performance  Task Performance
Job Performance  Contextual Performance
Job Performance  Adaptive Performance
Emotional Intelligence  Intrapersonal
Emotional Intelligence  Interpersonal
Emotional Intelligence  General Mood
For Hypothesis 3 (H3)
Emotional Intelligence  Job Performance
Task Performance
Measured Items
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
Indicator
TP1 TP
.81
TP2 TP
.84
TP3 TP
.82
TP4 TP
.71
TP5 TP
.76
Contextual Performance
Items  Construct
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
CP1 CP
.78
CP2 CP
.82
CP3 CP
.83
CP4 CP
.81
CP5 CP
.77
CP6 CP
.83
CP7 CP
.55
Adaptive Performance
Measured Items
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
Indicator
AP1 AP
.81
AP2 AP
.77
AP3 AP
.76
AP4 AP
.72
AP5 AP
.71
Intrapersonal
Measured Items
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
Indicator
INTRA1 INTRA
INTRA2 INTRA
INTRA3 INTRA
INTRA4 INTRA

.82
.76
.84
.74
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.59, p<.05
.61, p<.05
.63, p<.05
.71, p<.05
.73, p<.05
.66, p<.05
.45, p<.05

P-Value
***
***
***
***
***
P-Value
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
P-Value
***
***
***
***
***

P-Value
***
***
***
***

Items  Construct
INTER1 INTER
INTER2 INTER
INTER3 INTER
INTER4 INTER
INTER5 INTER
INTER6 INTER
Measured Items
Indicator
GM1 GM
GM2 GM
GM3 GM
GM4 GM
GM5 GM

Interpersonal
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
.83
.77
.81
.69
.84
.76
General Mood

P-Value
***
***
***
***
***
***

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

.76
***
.78
***
.82
***
.68
***
.77
***
Model Fit Indices
CMIN/DF= 2.61, PVALUE=.000, GFI=.903, AGFI=.907, TLI= .918, CFI= .905, PCFI=
.903 RMSEA=.039, PCLOSE=.069

Figure 4-16 and table 4-20 shows the outcomes of 2nd order structural modelling to test H3
(Emotional Intelligence  Job Performance). Emotional Intelligence is seen here as
independent variable (IV) and Job Performance as outcome or dependent variable (DV). The
IV contains three dimensions named as 1) Intrapersonal (measured through four items), 2)
Interpersonal (measured through six items), and 3) General Mood (measure through five
items). Further, DV contains three dimensions namely 1) task performance (measured through
five items), 2) contextual performance (measured through seven items), and 3) adaptive
performance (measure through five items). The above given figure and table shows the item
loading for intrapersonal as INTRA1 .82, .76 INTRA2, .84 INTRA3, and .74. Moreover, factor
loading for Interpersonal now contains six measured items INTER1, INTER2, INTER3,
INTER4, INTER5, and INTER6 their item loading was .83, .77, .81, .69, .84, and
.76respectively. General mood comprised with five measured items GM1, GM2, GM3, GM4,
GM5 and their loadings were .76, .78, .82, .68 and .77. Moreover, item loading for task
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performance as TP1 .81, .84 TP2, .82 TP3, .71 TP4, and .76 TP5. Contextual performance
contains eight measured items CP1, CP2, CP3, CP4, CP5, CP6, and CP7 their item loading
was .78, .82, .83, .81, .77, .83, and .55 respectively. Adaptive performance comprised with five
measured items AP1, AP2, AP3, AP4, AP5 and their loadings were .81, .77, .76, .72 and .71.
Moreover, path coefficient for emotional intelligence revealed Emotional Intelligence 
Intrapersonal with a beta magnitude .71 at p<.05 level of significance, Emotional intelligence
 Interpersonal has beta value of .73 at .05 level of significance, and Emotional Intelligence
.66, p<.05. The path coefficient revealed Job Performance  Task Performance .59, p<.05,
Job Performance  Contextual Performance .61, p<.05, and Job Performance  Adaptive
Performance has a beta magnitude of .63, p<.05. Furthermore, the path coefficient between
Emotional Intelligence (IV) and Job Performance (DV) revealed a positive beta of .45, which
shows the positive effect of emotional intelligence on job performance. Moreover, this
relationship in found at .05 level of significance. Last but not least, goodness of fit of the model
has been observed through fit indices where CMIN/DF has 2.61 (should not be >.3), GFI (.90),
AGFI (.90), TLI (.91), CFI (.90), PCFI (.91), RMSEA .03, and PLCOSE (.06). Therefore,
Hypothesis 3 (H3) has been retained in this study.
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Hypothesis 3 (H3): Emotional Intelligence has positive significant relationship with Job
Performance.
4.5.4 2nd Order Mediational Structural Modelling (Testing Job Insecurity Emotional
Intelligence  Job Performance
Figure 4-17
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Table 4-21
Path Coefficient
Job Insecurity  Job Changes Insecurity

.54, p<.05

Job Insecurity  Job Loss Insecurity

.56, p<.05

Job Insecurity  Marginalization Insecurity

.67, p<.05

Job Insecurity  Organizational Survival Insecurity
Emotional Intelligence  Intrapersonal

.71, p<.05
.72, p<.05

Emotional Intelligence  Interpersonal

.76, p<.05

Emotional Intelligence  General Mood

.67, p<.05

Job Performance  Task Performance

.57, p<.05

Job Performance  Contextual Performance

.68, p<.05

Job Performance  Adaptive Performance

.66, p<.05

For Hypothesis 4 (H4)
Job Insecurity  Emotional Intelligence  Job Performance

-.31, p=.34

Job Changes Insecurity
Measured Items
Indicator
JCI1 JCI
JCI2 JCI
JCI3 JCI
JCI4 JCI
JCI5 JCI

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

.87
.76
.75
.85
.81

***
***
***
***
***

Job Loss Insecurity
Items  Construct
JLI1 JLI
JLI2 JLI
JLI3 JLI
JLI4 JLI
JLI5 JLI

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

.85
.75
.78
.79
.83

***
***
***
***
***

Marginalization Insecurity
Measured Items
Indicator
MI1 MI
MI2 MI
MI3 MI

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

.81
.83
.82

***
***
***
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Organizational Survival Insecurity
Measured Items
Indicator
OSI1 OSI
OSI2 OSI
OSI3 OSI
OSI4 OSI

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

.77
.85
.79
.78

***
***
***
***

Intrapersonal
Measured Items
Indicator
INTRA1 INTRA
INTRA2 INTRA
INTRA3 INTRA
INTRA4 INTRA

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

.82
.76
.84
.74

***
***
***
***

Interpersonal
Items  Construct

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

INTER1 INTER
INTER2 INTER
INTER3 INTER
INTER4 INTER
INTER5 INTER
INTER6 INTER

.83
.77
.81
.69
.84
.76

***
***
***
***
***
***

General Mood
Measured Items
Indicator
GM1 GM
GM2 GM
GM3 GM
GM4 GM
GM5 GM

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

.76
.78
.82
.68
.77

***
***
***
***
***

Task Performance
Measured Items
Indicator
TP1 TP
TP2 TP
TP3 TP
TP4 TP
TP5 TP

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

.81
.84
.82
.71
.76

***
***
***
***
***
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Contextual Performance
Items  Construct
CP1 CP
CP2 CP
CP3 CP
CP4 CP
CP5 CP
CP6 CP
CP7 CP

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

.78
.82
.83
.81
.77
.83
.55

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Adaptive Performance
Measured Items
Indicator
AP1 AP
AP2 AP
AP3 AP
AP4 AP
AP5 AP

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

.81
.77
.76
.72
.71
Model Fit Indices

***
***
***
***
***

CMIN/DF= 2.60, PVALUE=.000, GFI=.909, AGFI=.908, TLI= .919, CFI= .906,
PCFI= .909 RMSEA=.041, PCLOSE=.061

Figure 4-17 and table 4-21 shows the outcomes of 2nd order structural modelling to test
mediation of emotional intelligence on the relationship between job insecurity and job
performance. This model tests H4 (Job Insecurity  Emotional Intelligence  Job
Performance). Job insecurity is taken as IV, Emotional Intelligence is seen here as mediating
variable (MV) and Job Performance as outcome or dependent variable (DV). The IV contains
four dimensions named as 1) job changes insecurity (measured through five items), 2) job loss
insecurity (measured through five items), 3) marginalization insecurity (measured through
three items), and 4) organizational survival insecurity (measured through four items).
Moreover, MV includes three dimensions named as 1) Intrapersonal (measured through four
items), 2) Interpersonal (measured through six items), and 3) General Mood (measure through
five items). Further, DV contains three dimensions namely 1) task performance (measured
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through five items), 2) contextual performance (measured through seven items), and 3)
adaptive performance (measure through five items). The item loading for job changes
insecurity as .87 for JCI1, .76 JCI2, .75 JCI3, .85 JCI4, and .81 JCI5. Moreover, factor loading
for job loss insecurity contains five measured items JLI1, JLI2, JLI3, JLI4, and JLI5 their item
loading was .85, .75, .78, .79, and .83 respectively. Marginalization insecurity comprised with
four measured items MI1, MI2, MI3, MI4 and their loadings were .81, .83, and .82. Last
dimension under job insecurity was organizational survival insecurity which is measured
through four items and their loading are OSI1 .77, OSI2 .85, OSI3 .79, and OSI4 .78. The above
given figure and table shows the item loading for intrapersonal as INTRA1 .82, .76 INTRA2,
.84 INTRA3, and .74. Moreover, factor loading for Interpersonal now contains six measured
items INTER1, INTER2, INTER3, INTER4, INTER5, and INTER6 their item loading was .83,
.77, .81, .69, .84, and .76respectively. General mood comprised with five measured items GM1,
GM2, GM3, GM4, GM5 and their loadings were .76, .78, .82, .68 and .77. Moreover, item
loading for task performance as TP1 .81, .84 TP2, .82 TP3, .71 TP4, and .76 TP5. Contextual
performance contains eight measured items CP1, CP2, CP3, CP4, CP5, CP6, and CP7 their
item loading was .78, .82, .83, .81, .77, .83, and .55 respectively. Adaptive performance
comprised with five measured items AP1, AP2, AP3, AP4, AP5 and their loadings were .81,
.77, .76, .72 and .71. Furthermore, the outcomes in terms of path coefficient shows that Job
Insecurity  Job Changes Insecurity with beta .54 and its significance level is p<.05. Job
Insecurity  Job Loss Insecurity has beta of .55 at p<.05. Job Insecurity  Marginalization
Insecurity has beta value of .67, at p<.05 and Job Insecurity  Organizational Survival
Insecurity contains .71, p<.05. Moreover, path coefficient for emotional intelligence revealed
Emotional Intelligence  Intrapersonal with a beta magnitude .72 at p<.05 level of
significance, Emotional intelligence  Interpersonal has beta value of .76 at .05 level of
significance, and Emotional Intelligence  General Mood .67, p<.05. The path coefficient
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revealed Job Performance  Task Performance .57, p<.05, Job Performance  Contextual
Performance .68, p<.05, and Job Performance  Adaptive Performance has a beta magnitude
of .66, p<.05. Furthermore, the path coefficient between Job insecurity (IV) and Job
Performance (DV) revealed an insignificant relationship in the presence of mediator (emotional
intelligence) with negative beta of -.31 which is reduced from -.61 and it has p-value=.34 which
show the insignificance of this relationship. Hence, it is concluded based on suggested criteria
of Barron & Kenny (1986) that emotional intelligence fully mediates the relationship between
job insecurity and job performance. Therefore, Hypothesis 4 (H4) has been retained in this
study.
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Hypothesis 4 (H4): Emotional Intelligence mediates the relationship between Job Insecurity
and Job Performance.
4.5.5 2nd Order Moderating Structural Modelling (Testing Product effects of
Interactional Justice  Job Performance)
Figure 4-18
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Table 4-22
Path Coefficient
Job Insecurity  Job Changes Insecurity
Job Insecurity  Job Loss Insecurity
Job Insecurity  Marginalization Insecurity
Job Insecurity  Organizational Survival Insecurity
Interactional Justice  Intrapersonal
Interactional Justice  Informational
Job Performance  Task Performance
Job Performance  Contextual Performance
Job Performance  Adaptive Performance
Job Insecurity  Job Performance
Interactional Justice  Job Performance
For Hypothesis 5 (H5)
Jins_×_ IJ  Job Performance

.52, p<.05
.53, p<.05
.67, p<.05
.66, p<.05
.55, p<.05
.59, p<.05
.57, p<.05
.64, p<.05
.63, p<.05
-.61, p<.05
.45, p<.05
-.27, p<.05

Job Changes Insecurity
Measured Items
Indicator
JCI1 JCI
JCI2 JCI
JCI3 JCI
JCI4 JCI
JCI5 JCI
Items  Construct
JLI1 JLI
JLI2 JLI
JLI3 JLI
JLI4 JLI
JLI5 JLI

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
.87
.76
.75
.85
.81

P-Value
***
***
***
***
***

Job Loss Insecurity
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
.85
.75
.78
.79
.83

P-Value
***
***
***
***
***

Marginalization Insecurity
Measured Items
Indicator
MI1 MI
MI2 MI
MI3 MI
Measured Items
Indicator
OSI1 OSI
OSI2 OSI
OSI3 OSI
OSI4 OSI

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

.82
.83
.81
Organizational Survival Insecurity

***
***
***

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

.78
.79
.85
.77

***
***
***
***
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Interpersonal Justice
Measured Items
Indicator
IntraJ1 IntraJ
IntraJ2 IntraJ
IntraJ3 IntraJ
IntraJ4 IntraJ

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
.79
.84
.71
.76

P-Value
***
***
***
***

Informational Justice
Items  Construct
InfJ1 InfJ
InfJ2 InfJ
InfJ3 InfJ
InfJ4 InfJ

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
.82
.77
.75
.69

P-Value
***
***
***
***

Task Performance
Measured Items
Indicator
TP1 TP
TP2 TP
TP3 TP
TP4 TP
TP5 TP
Items  Construct
CP1 CP
CP2 CP
CP3 CP
CP4 CP
CP5 CP
CP6 CP
CP7 CP

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
.81
.84
.82
.71
.76

P-Value
***
***
***
***
***

Contextual Performance
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
.78
.82
.83
.81
.77
.83
.55

P-Value
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Adaptive Performance
Measured Items
Indicator
AP1 AP
AP2 AP
AP3 AP
AP4 AP
AP5 AP

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

P-Value

.81
.77
.76
.72
.71
Model Fit Indices

***
***
***
***
***

CMIN/DF= 2.71, PVALUE=.000, GFI=.908, AGFI=.907, TLI= .921, CFI= .919, PCFI=
.915 RMSEA=.038, PCLOSE=.065
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Figure 4-18 and table 4-22 shows the outcomes of 2nd order structural modelling to test
moderating effects of interactional justice on the relationship between job insecurity and job
performance. This model tests H4 (Jins_×_ IJ  Job Performance). Job insecurity is taken
same as IV, interactional justice is observed as moderating variable (MV) and Job Performance
as outcome or dependent variable (DV). Moreover, a new interacting variable has been
generated by taking the product of job insecurity and interactional justice (Jins_×_ IJ). The
IV contains four dimensions named as 1) job changes insecurity (measured through five items),
2) job loss insecurity (measured through five items), 3) marginalization insecurity (measured
through three items), and 4) organizational survival insecurity (measured through four items).
Moreover, interactional justice includes two dimensions named as 1) Intrapersonal justice
(measured through five items), 2) Informational justice (measured through four items). Further,
DV contains three dimensions namely 1) task performance (measured through five items), 2)
contextual performance (measured through seven items), and 3) adaptive performance
(measure through five items). The item loading for job changes insecurity as .87 for JCI1, .76
JCI2, .75 JCI3, .85 JCI4, and .81 JCI5. Moreover, factor loading for job loss insecurity contains
five measured items JLI1, JLI2, JLI3, JLI4, and JLI5 their item loading was .85, .75, .78, .79,
and .83 respectively. Marginalization insecurity comprised with four measured items MI1,
MI2, MI3, MI4 and their loadings were .81, .83, and .82. Last dimension under job insecurity
was organizational survival insecurity which is measured through four items and their loading
are OSI1 .77, OSI2 .85, OSI3 .79, and OSI4 .78. The interactional justice includes intrapersonal
justice as IntraJ1 .79, .84 IntraJ2, .71 IntraJ3, and .76. IntraJ4. Moreover, factor loading for
informational justice contains four measured items InfJ1, InfJ2, InfJ3, and InfJ4 their item
loading were .82, .77, .75, and .69. Moreover, item loading for task performance as TP1 .81,
.84 TP2, .82 TP3, .71 TP4, and .76 TP5. Contextual performance contains eight measured items
CP1, CP2, CP3, CP4, CP5, CP6, and CP7 their item loading was .78, .82, .83, .81, .77, .83, and
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.55 respectively. Adaptive performance comprised with five measured items AP1, AP2, AP3,
AP4, AP5 and their loadings were .81, .77, .76, .72 and .71. Furthermore, the outcomes in terms
of path coefficient shows that Job Insecurity  Job Changes Insecurity with beta .52 and its
significance level is p<.05. Job Insecurity  Job Loss Insecurity has beta of .53 at p<.05. Job
Insecurity  Marginalization Insecurity has beta value of .67, at p<.05 and Job Insecurity 
Organizational Survival Insecurity contains .66, p<.05. Interactional justice  intrapersonal
justice has beta value of .55 at .05 level of significance and Interactional justice 
informational justice contains beta value of .59 with p<.05. The path coefficient revealed Job
Performance  Task Performance .57, p<.05, Job Performance  Contextual Performance
.64, p<.05, and Job Performance  Adaptive Performance has a beta magnitude of .63, p<.05.
Furthermore, the path coefficient between Job insecurity (IV) and Job Performance (DV)
revealed a significant and negative relationship with beta of -.61 which is reduced, and it has
p-value=<.05. Interactional justice has a positive relationship with job performance showing
the beta of .45 at .05 level of significance. Furthermore, the product of interactional justice and
job insecurity Jins_×_ IJ revealed a negative and significant relationship with job performance
showing the beta value of -.27 at .05 level of significance. Hence, it is seen that international
justice moderated the negative relationship between job insecurity and job performance. Thus,
in the presence of interactional justice among employees which may reduce the negative effects
of job insecurity and ultimately on job performance. Consequently, it is concluded based on
suggested criteria of Barron & Kenny (1986) that interactional justice moderates the
relationship between job insecurity and job performance. Therefore, Hypothesis 5 (H5) has
been retained in this study.
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Hypothesis 5 (H5): Interactional Justice moderates the relationship between Job Insecurity
and Job Performance.
4.6 Structural Equation Modelling
Figure 4-19
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Table 4-23
Path Coefficient
Job Insecurity  Job Changes Insecurity
Job Insecurity  Job Loss Insecurity
Job Insecurity  Marginalization Insecurity
Job Insecurity  Organizational Survival Insecurity
Job Performance  Task Performance
Job Performance  Contextual Performance
Job Performance  Adaptive Performance
Emotional Intelligence  Intrapersonal
Emotional Intelligence  Interpersonal
Emotional Intelligence  General Mood
Interactional Justice  Intrapersonal
Interactional Justice  Informational
For Hypothesis 1 (H1)
Job Insecurity  Job Performance
For Hypothesis 2 (H2)
Job Insecurity  Emotional Intelligence
For Hypothesis 3 (H3)
Emotional Intelligence  Job Performance
For Hypothesis 4 (H4)
Job Insecurity  Emotional Intelligence  Job Performance
For Hypothesis 5 (H5)
Jins_×_ IJ  Job Performance
Job Changes Insecurity
Measured Items
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
Indicator
JCI1 JCI
.87
JCI2 JCI
.76
JCI3 JCI
.75
JCI4 JCI
.85
JCI5 JCI
.81
Job Loss Insecurity
Items  Construct
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
JLI1 JLI
.85
JLI2 JLI
.75
JLI3 JLI
.78
JLI4 JLI
.79
JLI5 JLI
.83
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.56, p<.05
.53, p<.05
.68, p<.05
.73, p<.05
.58, p<.05
.70, p<.05
.69, p<.05
.71, p<.05
.75, p<.05
.67, p<.05
.59, p<.05
.61, p<.05
-.61, p<.05
-.56, p<.05
.47, p<.05
-.32, p=.34
-.27, p<.05

P-Value
***
***
***
***
***
P-Value
***
***
***
***
***

Marginalization Insecurity
Measured Items
Indicator
MI1 MI
MI2 MI
MI3 MI
Measured Items
Indicator
OSI1 OSI
OSI2 OSI
OSI3 OSI
OSI4 OSI
Measured Items
Indicator
INTRA1 INTRA
INTRA2 INTRA
INTRA3 INTRA
INTRA4 INTRA
Items  Construct
INTER1 INTER
INTER2 INTER
INTER3 INTER
INTER4 INTER
INTER5 INTER
INTER6 INTER
Measured Items
Indicator
GM1 GM
GM2 GM
GM3 GM
GM4 GM
GM5 GM
Measured Items
Indicator
IntraJ1 IntraJ
IntraJ2 IntraJ
IntraJ3 IntraJ

Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
.81
.83
.82
Organizational Survival Insecurity
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
.77
.85
.79
.78
Intrapersonal
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
.82
.76
.84
.74
Interpersonal
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
.83
.77
.81
.69
.84
.76
General Mood
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
.76
.78
.82
.68
.77
Interpersonal Justice
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
.79
.84
.71
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P-Value
***
***
***
P-Value
***
***
***
***

P-Value
***
***
***
***
P-Value
***
***
***
***
***
***
P-Value
***
***
***
***
***

P-Value
***
***
***

IntraJ4 IntraJ
Items  Construct
InfJ1 InfJ
InfJ2 InfJ
InfJ3 InfJ
InfJ4 InfJ
Measured Items
Indicator
TP1 TP
TP2 TP
TP3 TP
TP4 TP
TP5 TP
Items  Construct
CP1 CP
CP2 CP
CP3 CP
CP4 CP
CP5 CP
CP6 CP
CP7 CP
Measured Items
Indicator
AP1 AP
AP2 AP
AP3 AP
AP4 AP
AP5 AP

.76
Informational Justice
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
.82
.77
.75
.69
Task Performance
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
.81
.84
.82
.71
.76
Contextual Performance
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)
.78
.82
.83
.81
.77
.83
.55
Adaptive Performance
Beta Coefficient (Standardized)

***
P-Value
***
***
***
***

P-Value
***
***
***
***
***
P-Value
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
P-Value

.81
***
.77
***
.76
***
.72
***
.71
***
Model Fit Indices
CMIN/DF= 2.26, PVALUE=.000, GFI=.931, AGFI=.920, TLI= .991, CFI= .926, PCFI=
.912 RMSEA=.051, PCLOSE=.072

The above figure 4-19 and table 4-23 give the outcomes of structural equation modeling.
Metaphorically, the SEM is a comprehensive approach which holds a simultaneous run for
several statistical results. Achieving the study objectives, the results of SEM (followed by the
study model) is confirming the proposed effects among the chosen construct. Job insecurity is
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negatively effects on job performance (considering total or direct effect). Moreover, in
determining path-A, job insecurity negatively impacts on emotional intelligence and emotional
intelligence effects job performance positively (path-b). Table 4-20 shows that all the
mentioned path is found as statistically significant. Moreover, the structural model confirms
the mediating effect of emotional intelligence on relationship between job insecurity and job
performance. Furthermore, the study model had proposed the interactional or moderating effect
of interactional justice (Moderator) on relationship between job insecurity and job
performance. Hence, it is proved that the product effect on job performance dampens the
negative effect of job insecurity on job performance. Figuratively, the outputs of structural
equation modellings (SEM) enthusiastically retained the study hypotheses (H1, H2, H3, H4,
and H5).
4.7. Hypotheses Summary
This study has developed following hypotheses of this study. Moreover, these
hypotheses were being developed based on Baron & Kenny (1986) suggested criteria.
Meanwhile, all hypotheses of this study have been retained. Following table illustrates
hypotheses summary of this study.
Table 4-24

Hypothesis 1
(H1)
Hypothesis 2
(H2)

Hypothesis 3
(H3)
Hypothesis 4
(H4)
Hypothesis 5
(H5)

Job Insecurity has negative significant
relationship with Job Performance.
Job Insecurity has negative significant
relationship with Emotional
Intelligence.
Emotional Intelligence has positive
significant relationship with Job
Performance.
Emotional Intelligence mediates the
relationship between Job Insecurity
and Job Performance.
Interactional Justice moderates the
relationship between Job Insecurity
and Job Performance.
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Retained

Retained

Retained

Retained

Retained

CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This chapter gives the summarized general discussion of this study and stretches discussion
about study hypotheses. Moreover, this chapter illustrates the conclusion of this study.
Furthermore, it includes implications, limitations and future suggestions of this study.
5.1 General Discussion
Globally, people have different attitudes, norms, and beliefs. On the other hand,
businesses also hold diverse nature and activities like services, trade, and manufacturing. These
business activities are well recognized and with a good business mind and skills one can reap
the profit. In this study people are being considered “Employees” and chosen privately owned
services sector in the province of Sindh, Pakistan. Moreover, under the services sector only
privately-owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh were included. Moreover, respondents in
this study were faculty members of these institutes. The idea that initiated this study was that
employees working in private organization are the key players. There should be certain control
on the minds of these people and this control must satisfy them which boosts their job
performance. Thus, this study has revived the aspects of organizational psychology that lead to
such setting which provide a controlled environment where organization may achieve their
oriented objectives. The behavioral approach of this study pushed to take in occupational
psychology which contributes in determining employee’s behavior in the organization and this
will ultimately give a certain level or degree of employee job performance. This study has
observed that these intrinsic elements have yet need to study further and connecting to that the
study has considered significant variables of occupational psychology like Job insecurity,
emotional intelligence, interactional justice, and job performance to study particularly in the
context of privately-owned degree awarding institutions of Sindh.
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Job Insecurity provides a certain awareness to employee that what threats they may
face while continuing a job, and these threats lead them in a situation where they feel job
insecurity (Yusoff, Mat Zainol, 2014). Moreover, job insecurity is also considered as fear of
job loss and become unemployed or when management tacking back the desired task from an
employee and giving him such new tasks where he/she feels insecurity to perform and shakes
the confidence in giving the job outcomes at par, hence, employee feel insecurity in their jobs
(Moshoeu and Geldenhuys, 2015). Wang, Lu, and Siu (2015) recognized that job insecurity
can be measured through the four dimensions which are more necessary and based on
prevailing issues for employees; 1) job loss insecurity, 2) job changes insecurity, 3)
marginalization insecurity, and 4) organizational survival insecurity. Therefore, this study has
adopted and used these latest scales in determining job insecurity among employees working
in privately owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh.
Emotional intelligence is an important ability for individual to understand and maintain
feeling, to understand the emotions and to actively manage the emotions and to learn them with
passions (Meyer and Salvai, 1997). Salovey and Mayer (1996) used the term people’s
enthusiasm through expression and its collective knowledge - including the ability to know the
emotions of others as well as the feelings of others. According to Semadar, Robins and Ferris
(2006) EI is considered as likewise the best way to test an employee’s performance and it may
also evaluate employee efficacy. Moreover, emotional intelligence can be expressed as skills,
aptitudes, self-identifications, evaluations and control over feelings himself and feelings of
people surrounded to him in the organization. Emotional intelligence can be considered as a
general ability, judgment, as well as the way emotions are expressed (Wang & La, 2002). Thus,
numerous studies have stressed to explore the affiliation between emotional intelligence and
employee performance. This study also intends to investigate the relationship between
emotional intelligence and employee performance in the context of privately-owned degree
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awarding institute of Sindh. In this regard, this study has measured emotional intelligence
through three dimensions or indicators 1) Intrapersonal, 2) Interpersonal, and 3) General Mood.
Moreover, current study has observed emotional intelligence as mediating variable between
job insecurity and employee job performance. It found that emotional intelligence fully
mediates the relationship between job insecurity and job performance.
Interactional justice is mainly based on harmonious relationships, good perception of
justice among employees, and informing employees of organizational decisions as well as
about the behaviors that allow employees to consider organizational decisions. In other words,
interactional justice expresses the behaviors and quality of attitudes which are exposed by
employee during operations by managers. According to Cropanzano et al., (2007) interpersonal
justice and informational justice are considered as two sub-dimensions of interactional justice.
The term interpersonal elucidates the relationship between managers and employees that shows
the esteem and respect in interpersonal relations and kindness among them. On the other side,
informational justice is such efficient and effective way that ensures information process
among employees, specially, in decision making process. This study has included both the
dimensions of interactional justice. Moreover, interactional justice has taken as moderating
variable and found that interactional justice moderates the relationship between job insecurity
and job performance.
Job Performance refers to the way or act of doing a job. Job performance is good when
one achieves timely tasks and gives satisfactions at the both ends (at the end of management
and individual as well). Furthermore, people or employee who performed appropriately may
get honored, awarded, and promoted. This study has observed job insecurity as outcome
variable or dependent variable. Moreover, it has multi-dimensional concept, so, current study
measured job performance from three dimensions named as 1) task performance, 2) contextual
performance, and 3) adaptive performance.
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In nutshell, this study has reported there is significant existence of job insecurity which
negatively effects the employee job performance among the faculty members of privatelyowned degree awarding institutes of Sindh. However, in the presence of emotional intelligence
as mediator the relationship between job insecurity and job performance has been fully
mediated. Moreover, moderating effect of interactional justice on the relationship between job
insecurity and job performance were also been observed and reported that interactional justice
moderates the negative relationship between job insecurity and job performance.
5.2. Hypotheses Discussion
This study has reviewed rigorous literature on job insecurity, emotional intelligence,
interactional justice, and job performance. After reviewing the literature this study had
developed five hypotheses consistent with previous studies which were conducted in other
parts of world. The formulated hypotheses had been tested through a multivariate statistical
approach, called as Structural equation modelling. The outcomes of SEM process revealed that
all four hypotheses of this study should be retained. Moreover, a brief discussion regarding
each hypothesized relationship is as below:
5.2.1 Job Insecurity and Job Performance (Path-C)
The first hypothesis of this study (H1) had stated that job insecurity has significant and
negative relationship with employee job performance. The above-mentioned hypothesis had
been tested through outcomes of 2nd order structural modelling. Job insecurity was considered
as independent variable (IV) and job performance as dependent variable (DV). Job insecurity
measured through four indicators namely 1) job changes insecurity, 2) job loss insecurity, 3)
marginalization insecurity, and 4) organizational survival insecurity. Moreover, job
performance was measured through three dimensions; 1) task performance, 2) contextual
performance, and 3) adaptive performance. It was seen that both constructs (job insecurity and
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job performance) had suitable factor loadings. Furthermore, the outcomes of second order
revealed path coefficient which shows that Job Insecurity  Job Changes Insecurity with beta
.53 and its significance level is p<.05. Job Insecurity  Job Loss Insecurity has beta of .54 at
p<.05. Job Insecurity  Marginalization Insecurity has beta value of .68, at p<.05. Job
Insecurity  Organizational Survival Insecurity contains .69, p<.05, Job Performance  Task
Performance .58, p<.05, Job Performance  Contextual Performance .65, p<.05, and Job
Performance  Adaptive Performance has a beta magnitude of .64, p<.05. Finally, the
formulated hypothesis had been retained on the basis of outcomes of path coefficient between
Job insecurity (IV) and Job Performance (DV) which revealed a negative beta coefficient of .61, p=<.01, which shows -61% negative effect of job insecurity on job performance among
faculty members of privately owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh. Hence, it was
investigated that a negative -61% change in the job performance of employee is caused by job
insecurity. Moreover, same results have been seen in the studies of Huang et al (2012) and
Nehmeh (2009).
5.2.2 Job Insecurity and Emotional Intelligence (Path-A)
The second hypothesis of this study (H2) had stated that job insecurity has significant
and negative relationship with emotional intelligence. The above-mentioned hypothesis had
been tested through 2nd order structural modelling. Job insecurity contains four dimensions as
it was seen in the previous model. Moreover, emotional intelligence contains three dimensions
named as 1) Intrapersonal, 2) Interpersonal, and 3) General Mood. Adding to this, the path
coefficient had been revealed as Job Insecurity  Job Changes Insecurity with beta .53, p<.01,
Job Insecurity  Job Loss Insecurity has beta of .54 at p<.05, Job Insecurity  Marginalization
Insecurity has beta value of .68, at p<.01 and Job Insecurity  Organizational Survival
Insecurity contains .69, p<.05. The path coefficient for emotional intelligence discovered
Emotional Intelligence  Intrapersonal with a beta magnitude .72 at p<.05 level of
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significance, Emotional intelligence  Interpersonal has beta value of .76 at .01 level of
significance, and Emotional Intelligence .67, p<.01. In the end to test the H2 of this study, the
path coefficient between Job insecurity and Emotional Intelligence had a negative effect of .58 or -58%, p<.01 on emotional intelligence. In other words, there is -58% change in the
emotional intelligence among faculty members of privately-owned degree awarding institutes
of Sindh was due to the perception of job insecurity. These results were consistent with studies
of Nikolaou and Tsaousis (2002) and Carmeli (2003).
5.2.3 Emotional Intelligence and Job Performance (Path-B)
The third hypothesis of this study (H3) had stated that emotional intelligence has significant
and positive relationship with employee job performance. Emotional Intelligence was again
measured through same dimensions as mentioned previously. Job performance was comprised
with three dimensions named as 1) task performance, 2) contextual performance, and 3)
adaptive performance. The path coefficient revealed Job Performance  Task Performance
.59, p<.05, Job Performance  Contextual Performance .61, p<.05, and Job Performance 
Adaptive Performance has a beta magnitude of .63, p<.05. Moreover, Emotional intelligence
 Intrapersonal with a beta magnitude .71 at p<.05 level of significance, Emotional
intelligence  Interpersonal has beta value of .73 at .05 level of significance, and Emotional
Intelligence .66, p<.05. Meanwhile, H3 had been tested through the path coefficient between
Emotional Intelligence and Job Performance, it was revealed that a positive effect of .45, p<.01
or 45% on job performance because of emotional intelligence or positive 45% change in job
performance among the faculty members of privately owned degree awarding institutes of
Sindh was due emotional intelligence. Current study is consistent with the study outcomes of
Lynn (2002) and Cooper and Sawaf (1997).
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5.2.4 Emotional Intelligence mediates between Job insecurity & Job performance
The fourth hypothesis of this study (H4) had stated that emotional intelligence mediates the
relationship between job insecurity and employee job performance. This hypothesis had been
tested to determine mediation of emotional intelligence on the relationship between job
insecurity and job performance. Job insecurity comprises with four dimensions named as 1)
job changes insecurity, 2) job loss insecurity, 3) marginalization insecurity, and 4)
organizational survival insecurity. Emotional intelligence as mediator includes three
dimensions named as 1) Intrapersonal, 2) Interpersonal, and 3) General Mood. Further, job
performance includes three dimensions 1) task performance, 2) contextual performance, and
3) adaptive performance. The outcomes of that model revealed path coefficient showing that
Job Insecurity  Job Changes Insecurity with beta .54 and its significance level is p<.05. Job
Insecurity  Job Loss Insecurity has beta of .55 at p<.05. Job Insecurity  Marginalization
Insecurity has beta value of .67, at p<.05 and Job Insecurity  Organizational Survival
Insecurity contains .71, p<.05. Moreover, path coefficient for emotional intelligence revealed
Emotional Intelligence  Intrapersonal with a beta magnitude .72 at p<.05 level of
significance, Emotional intelligence  Interpersonal has beta value of .76 at .05 level of
significance, and Emotional Intelligence  General Mood .67, p<.05. The path coefficient
revealed Job Performance  Task Performance .57, p<.05, Job Performance  Contextual
Performance .68, p<.05, and Job Performance  Adaptive Performance has a beta magnitude
of .66, p<.05. Finally, the path coefficient between Job insecurity and Job Performance
revealed an insignificant relationship in the presence of mediator (emotional intelligence) with
negative beta of -.31 which is reduced from -.61 and it has a p-value=.34 which show the
insignificance of this relationship. Thus, it was concluded based on suggested criteria of Barron
& Kenny (1986) that emotional intelligence fully mediates the relationship between job
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insecurity and job performance. These outcomes revealed consistent with the studies of
Baczynska (2017) and Lynn (2002).
5.2.5 Interactional Justice Moderates between Job Insecurity & Job Performance
The fifth and last hypothesis of this study (H5) had stated that interactional justice moderates
the relationship between job insecurity and employee job performance. The moderating effects
of interactional justice on the relationship between job insecurity and job performance had also
been tested to retain H5 of this study. Job insecurity was measured same as previously.
Moreover, interactional justice (moderating variable) was measured through two dimensions
1) interpersonal justice and 2) informational justice. Furthermore, a new interacting variable
had been generated by taking the product of job insecurity and interactional justice (Jins_×_
IJ). Furthermore, the outcomes in terms of path coefficient shows that Job Insecurity  Job
Changes Insecurity with beta .52 and its significance level is p<.01. Job Insecurity  Job Loss
Insecurity has beta of .53 at p<.05. Job Insecurity  Marginalization Insecurity has beta value
of .67, at p<.05 and Job Insecurity  Organizational Survival Insecurity contains .66, p<.05.
Interactional justice  intrapersonal justice has beta value of .55 at .05 level of significance
and Interactional justice  informational justice contains beta value of .59 with p<.05. The
path coefficient revealed Job Performance  Task Performance .57, p<.05, Job Performance
 Contextual Performance .64, p<.05, and Job Performance  Adaptive Performance has a
beta magnitude of .63, p<.05. Furthermore, the path coefficient between Job insecurity (IV)
and Job Performance (DV) revealed a significant and negative relationship with beta of -.61
which is reduced, and it has p-value=<.05. Interactional justice has a positive relationship with
job performance showing the beta of .45 at .05 level of significance. Furthermore, the product
of interactional justice and job insecurity Jins_×_ IJ revealed a negative and significant
relationship with job performance showing the beta value of -.27 at .05 level of significance.
Later, it is seen that international justice moderated the negative relationship between job
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insecurity and job performance among the faculty members of privately-owned degree
awarding institutes of Sindh. Thus, in the presence of interactional justice among employees
which may reduce the negative effects of job insecurity and ultimately on job performance.
Consequently, it is concluded based on suggested criteria of Barron & Kenny (1986) that
interactional justice moderates the relationship between job insecurity and job performance.
These study outcomes were also consistent with the studies of Cropanzano et al. (2007) and
Nasurdin and Khuan (2011).
5.3 Conclusion
Current study has studied the prevailing issue in the job performance among the faculty
members of privately-owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh. In this connection, present
study has observed job insecurity, emotional intelligence, and interactional justice. Job
insecurity considered as independent variable and measured through job loss, job changes,
marginalization, and organizational survival. Emotional intelligence was taken as mediating
variable along with three dimensions interpersonal, intrapersonal, and general mood.
Moreover, interactional justice was taken as moderating variable following interpersonal and
informational justice as dimensions of interactional justice. Job performance (task
performance, contextual performance, and adaptive performance) was the outcome variable of
this study. This study had used to augment the research gap and developed the hypotheses
following the suggested criteria of Barron & Kenny (1986). A renowned multivariate statistical
approach had been used to test the study hypotheses named as structural equation modelling
(SEM). The outcomes of this study revealed that job insecurity has a negative effect on job
performance among the faculty members of privately-owned degree awarding institutes of
Sindh in testing path-c. Moreover, Job insecurity has negative effects on emotional intelligence
in testing path-A. Further, Path-B had been tested and observed emotional intelligence has
positive effects on job performance. Finally, the mediating effect revealed that emotional
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intelligence fully mediates the relationship between job insecurity and job performance among
the faculty members of privately-owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh. Adding to that,
interactional just was observed as moderator and seen that interactional justice moderates the
negative relationship between job insecurity and job performance. Thus, this study had
formulated five hypotheses and all hypotheses of this study had been retained.
5.4 Implications
This study has observed major constructs of occupational psychology. The rear purpose
of this study was to observe the issues which are faced by faculty members of privately owned
degree awarding institutions of Sindh and it is being revealed that job insecurity among these
institutes create negative impact on job performance and this negative relationship can be
mediated through emotional intelligence and moderated by interactional justice. In this regard,
the essential or primary implication of this study is for management personnel of these
institutes (privately owned degree awarding institutes of Sindh) to make such strategies that
help them in getting effective and efficient job performance from their respective faulty
members. Moreover, this study contains secondary implications for other private services
sectors. In nutshell, it is observed in this study job insecurity is main cause among privately
owned institutes that effects job performance, so, managing authorities should protect them
through different strategies. Moreover, job insecurity also creates negative effects on emotional
intelligence. Hence, people having more emotional understanding can tackle the issues of job
insecurity and may maximize job performance and can be moderated through interactional
justice. Consequently, this study has essential implication for management of privately-owned
degree awarding institutes of Sindh in constituting better management strategies which would
lead towards effective organizational goals and objectives.
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5.5 Limitations
The effort of every study is to give more generalized outcomes, however, there should
be certain limitation of the study. Therefore, this study also contained some limitations. The
main limitation of this study was financial constraints. This study has faced certain financial
constraints while conducting this study. Moreover, under geographic limitation this study has
just focused on services sector of province Sindh and this services sector was limited to higher
education institutions of Sindh.
5.6 Future Suggestions
This study consists of some future suggestions for new researchers. Future researchers can
conduct study which covers the whole Pakistan to generalize more results regarding job
insecurity and job performance.

Furthermore, other variables like job satisfaction, job

engagement, stress, burnout and employee silence etc. can be tested by future researchers to
measure the impact of job insecurity on these variables. Moreover, future researchers can focus
other private institutions where job insecurity exists, like private banks, private hospitals, and
NGO’s sectors in order to get more generous results.
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